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1.1 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The Industrial Revolution that began in the 18th century had created great fortunes for 
the world, but it had also imposed severe strain on our environment and natural 
resources. The 1970s saw two energy crisis in the world. The contradiction between 
economic development and energy shortage induce people to rethink the way to 
develop. In 1987, the United Nations released a definition of sustainable development 
as “development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (Commission 1987) In 2005, 
the United Nations World Summit Outcome Document elaborated sustainable 
development as three constituent parts -- social, environment, and economic. It also 
spured many scholars to work in search of sustainable way of development. As 
Breheny stated, “if cities can be designed and managed in such a way that resource 
use and pollution are reduced then a major contribution to the global problem can be 
achieved” (Breheny 1992). Especially on the aspect of energy resources, according to 
statistics, “75% of all pollution arises from urban environments, roughly 45% from 
buildings and 30% from transport” (Rogers 1999). 
On March 25th, 2010, according to a report released by the United Nations, “nearly 
one quarter of the world’s 1,000 biggest cities” are from China, “whose urban 
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population is growing rapidly”. “China’s urban population has more than doubled 
between 1980 and 2010, surging form 19 to 47 percent, and is expected to reach 59 
percent by 2025” (Centre 2010). However, with China’s rapid urbanization, a lot of 
attendant urban problems such as urban sprawl, traffic congestion, environment 
pollution and cultural fragmentation, become obvious. Large residential districts were 
built according to the growing population, which placed strain resources on national 
environment. Besides, most of these residential communities are gated communities 
enclosed by walls and fences separated physically from the outside world. In the 
meantime, with rapid growth of automobiles, traditional street living spaces 
disappeared gradually. More roads were built and existing roads widened. Heavy 
traffic compelled the building of roads, and then more cars started playing into them 
causing traffic jams. This phenomenon could be found in many cities in China today. 
Should our cities develop in this model in the future? If not, what is a suitable way of 
development? In 2007, the first session inaugural car-free day was launched by 
Chinese government in 108 cities. It went without saying of its benefit, but does our 
urban environment encourage walking or cycling? This dissertation explores the 
impact of gated communities on connectivity and accessibility of the street network. 
At the same time, it also tries to find out how gated community influences the living 




1.2 PEDESTRIAN AND STREET 
Richard K. Untermann discussed the benefits of walking. He said, 
“We are pedestrians. Even though we have become increasingly dependent 
on automobiles for transportation in this country, we do walk – even more 
than we may realize…walking can increase socialization, enhance health, 
contribute to recreation and relaxation, and allow independence.” 
(Untermann and Lewicki 1984) 
Moreover, walking is even more meaningful today for saving energy and reducing 
pollution. Jacobs (1993) also considered walking as the most important activity in 
great streets. He emphasizes that walking can help people to experience and merge 
urban environment. Untermann concluded eight aspects of a good pedestrian 
environment (Untermann and Lewicki 1984). 
1. reducing travel distances; 
2. increasing land-use flexibility; 
3. eliminating pedestrian barriers;  
4. leveling walking routes;  
5. assuring continuity of travel;  
6. providing weather protection; 
7. eliminating conflict; 
8. increasing character.  
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In traditional cities, “street” was often considered as a word that assembled 
commercial, communicating, activities and transport. However, in modern society 
with the appearance of automobiles, greater speed made far places more easily 
reachable that simplified street function into transportation. Moughtin discusses the 
distinction between road and street. Road emphasizes on movement between places. A 
street on the other hand “runs between two lines of houses or shops, says a dictionary 
definition…the street will be taken as an enclosed, three-dimensional space between 
two lines of adjacent buildings”(Moughtin 1999). Modern Movement members 
preferred the movement of fast-moving on streets, which neglected other street 
functions. For example, Corbusier (1967) once said, “Our streets no longer work. 
Streets are an obsolete notion. There ought not to be such a thing as streets; we have to 
create something that will replace them”. However, this planning theory was criticized 
by many people. Jacobs declaimed against this urban development theory critically in 
her famous book ‘The death and life of great American cities’. She thought urban 
development should keep its diversity. “Think of a city and what comes to mind? Its 
streets. If a city’s streets look interesting, the city looks interesting; if they look dull, 
the city looks dull”(Jacobs 1972). Jonathon Barnett also claimed that, “A second 
element basic to any public open space plan is to recognize the importance of streets 
as the framework of public open space”(Barnett 1982). 
However, in modern cities, traffic flow became more important with automobile’s 
appearance. Streets were operated as roads, and pedestrian activities and public living 
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life that streets conveyed before were weakening gradually. These widened roads 
network destroyed traditional urban streets network. Through a set of cases study of 
finding great streets, Jacobs (1993) argued that the real differences are their attraction 
ability. The streets could attract people from various places and help them going 
regardless of walking or cycling. Street covers much more things in one square mile in 
the central area of Venice as compared to that in Canberra. 
1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 Most contemporary residential communities in China are developed as a large size 
or super block. Sometimes, one block is composed of one gated community, the 
length of which could reach 500m or even longer. So how does gated community 
influence street network? 
 There are various planning of roads inside residential community, but these 
interior roads belong to residents living inside the gated community separated 
from outer circulation network. Perimeter streets are widely developed that could 
help flow of more vehicles, which are quite different from traditional Chinese 
cities. As a result, what is the relationship between street network density and 
street network connectivity? 
 Most residential communities in China are mainly surrounded by walls. 
Sometimes, public facilities can be only shared by members living inside. There 
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are roads both inside and outside. But their allocation rights made them different. 
Thus, how does street network density influence its accessibility? 
1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
1. With the help of selected case studies, this study will try to trace the development 
process of gated community in China and to explore reasons of their formation.  
2. By analyzing street network of a traditional city and that of a modern city, the 
study will try to determine their characteristics & also their merits and demerits. 
3. Through examining the case studies with different research methods, the study 
will analyze the impact of gated community on connectivity and accessibility from 
different aspects. 
 
1.5 TOWARDS METHODOLOGY 
There are three methods in this study to examine impacts of gated community. Each 
of these methods is operated from different aspects quantitatively or qualitatively. 
 Quantitative Analysis of Maps 
Through counting the number of intersections, road segments and other related 
indexes, this method could make a clear distinction between a traditional district and a 
new district with gated community. These data are calculated with a set of formulas to 
explain connectivity and accessibility. 
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 Walking Shed 
This method will not only map pictures, but also analyze rights-of-way, walking 
routes, public sidewalks and walking contour. This method shows the pedestrian 
catchment area within five or ten minutes’ walking distance from certain centre, in 
order to help people find their impacts and changes visually. 
 Space Syntax 
Through analyzing urban space structure and configurations, this method could 
distinct every space integration and how spaces influence people’s behavior. After 
analyzing and calculating axial maps, a colorful map is obtained, which shows the 
integrated pattern of streets and public spaces. 
1.6 CASE SELECTION AND PRINCIPLES 
Three case studies are selected depending on their own specific characters. 
 Yangzhou is a 2500 years old traditional Chinese city. Its core is still historic 
while a new development district in the west. This city has a typical street 
network system of traditional Chinese old towns. 
 Harbin is a large & relatively new city, which is around 200 years old. It is 
located in the northeast of China. Harbin’s street network system is quite similar 
to a typical European town. 
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 Shanghai is a prosperous metropolitan with an extraordinary history of colonial 
concession. Its ‘li-nong’ houses played an important role in Shanghai’s urban 
development history. 
It is important at this point of study to define the principles used for the selection of 
case studies before critically analyzing them.  
a) The same area and same scale.  
The case studies selected for the study are of similar area and scale. This is an 
important aspect for the selection as it ensures that the comparison is of same 
standard both objectively and equitably.  
b) Within the city border.  
The gated community cases selected are all located within the city border & not in 
the suburban area. Different areas of selected case studies may produce different 
development models, which will not be helpful in the analysis for this study.  
c) Radius of 400m and 800m.  
A radius of 400m is commonly considered to be within 5 minute comfortable 
walk area. A radius of 800m is often considered as an acceptable walkable area of 
about 10 minute walk. A radius of 1200m is walkable limitation area that is hard 
to be accepted by people. Therefore, 400m and 800m are selected as walkable 
limitation in the case studies. 
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1.7 STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY 
 
 
1.8 OUTLINE OF THE STUDY 
This study is divided in six chapters. Chapter 1 is introduction. It briefly introduces 
the scope of study, research objectives and cases selection criteria. Chapter 2 is 
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literature review. This part mainly shed light on some statements and debates about 
gated community from western countries. Chapter 3 elaborates gated community 
development in China. This part is divided into three parts, closed city, open city, 
socialist city, and post opening-up policy city. Gated development not only exists in 
western countries, but also a common urban form in China since ancient times. This 
part will also discuss some reasons of the mega-scale community common sight. It 
will further summarize gated community’s characteristics, size, structure, spatial form, 
road structure and facility. Chapter 4 mainly introduces three methods, quantitative 
analysis of maps, walking shed and Space Syntax, which would be used in the 
following chapter dealing with case studies, and two concepts of connectivity and 
accessibility. Chapter 5 will analyze three different case studies using methods 
described in earlier chapters. Chapter 6 draws some conclusions about how gated 
community influence connectivity and accessibility. 
1.9  LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
A comprehensive recognition of gated community can be commonly studied from 
different levels, such as policies, social, planning, history and culture. The impacts of 
gated community can be discussed through environmental, psychological, economy 
and policy levels. This study mainly focuses on two aspects, connectivity and 
accessibility. I have limited my study to focus on human behavior and street network 
planning. It is hoped that while concentrating on primary findings, this study would 
yield findings in more dimensions. Gated community is a common phenomenon in 
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most cities in the world. I am aware of the fact that the case studies would limit the 
findings as they would represent cities in certain periods and typical background & 
not cover all the features of cities in China. It is expected that more cases from other 
cities could be studied in the future. Three methods are used in this study to explore 
holistically the issues of connectivity & accessibility. Every method has its own 
limitation and cannot examine all aspects. Although some comments are given on the 
results of this study, the study do not judge its phenomenon. The main intention is to 
recognize disadvantages of gated community so it can be helpful for the future urban 
development studies.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 DEFINING THE GATED COMMUNITY 
Gated community as defined by urban scholars often emphasizes its physical form, an 
enclosed area surrounded by fences or its walls restricted entrance gate. Blakely and 
Snyder for the first time put forward the concept of gated community as “residential 
areas with restricted access such that normally public spaces have been 
privatized”(Blakely and Snyder 1997). More recently, a definition emphasized its 
legal structure aspect was given by Blandy as, 
“walled or fenced housing developments to which public access is 
restricted, often guarded using CCTV and/or security personnel, and usually 
characterized by legal agreements (tenancy or leasehold) which tie the 
residents to a common code of conduct” (Blandy, Lister, and Rowland 
Atkinson 2003). 
Smaller gated communities might have a park or other common area; for larger 
communities, it could include office complexes, shopping centers and other spaces 





2.2 HISTORY OF GATED COMMUNITIES 
As discussed in previous chapter, the idea of gated development is not a new 
phenomenon. Historically, it could be traced to the first built structures by humans to 
protect inhabitants and property, “and the demands of defense required walls” (Low 
2003). Early in 300 B.C. in England, Roman soldiers built the forms of gated 
communities in a given land in tribal areas to keep order in the countryside. Their 
families clustered near the manor with erected walls which were mainly used to guard 
against local villagers rather than the external invaders. Tribes-peoples often rebelled 
against their lords at that time. Later, these walls were also used for protecting against 
external invaders (Blakely and Snyder 1997). 
Mediaeval cities were also walled. They were usually built in a circular form. In the 
1300s, almost all the towns and cities in England were defended (Morris 1994). In 
Europe, class division and walls that made spatial segregation were deeply ingrained 
in wealthy people to get rid of the local population. From 1450 to 1600, spatial 
segregation became more important with the gradually resulting polarization of rich 
and poor(Low 2003). 
This walled and gated development mode could also be found in the New World. The 
first gated communities for purely residential appeared in the nineteenth century. 
Tuxedo Park, an early gated community, was developed as “a hunting and fishing 
retreat with a barbed wire fence for year-round living on family estates” (Low 2003). 
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In 1980s, gated communities started appearing in many areas around the United 
States. The aging of population was considered as one main reason for their 
appearance. According to a housing survey in 2001, 24% of custom home buyers were 
elderly, aged between 55 to 64 years old. Home safety has always been a priority 
consideration for the elderly while selecting housing. (Kochera 1999) Gated 
communities are also springing up in other countries. Nowadays, gated communities 
could be found in various forms in many countries. For example, in Saudi Arabia, 
they provided house for expatriate workers; residents were also protected in gated 
communities from urban violence in South Africa (Low 2003). Since 1970, gated 
communities started spreading swiftly in Latin America. In Sao Paulo (Capital of 
Brazil), developers with the support from the government started constructing new 
building forms in 1996. These forms were based on gated communities to reduce 
people’s commuting distances. Coy describes Sao Paulo as a typical city of gated 
community development in Latin America. Its gated communities were developed 
from the city center to suburb, and then to the city center again. (Coy 2006) In 
Moscow, many socialist datcha houses were replicated by the governments. Although 
these houses were planned in various gated community forms with creative landscape 
by developers, they were not nice living environment as promised by developers. 
During 1990s, about 22% of green suburban areas were gated communities that 
brought irreversible environmental problems (Mikhail Blinnikow 2006). Generally, 
many people attribute the reason for the popularity of gated communities to the fear of 
crime. Some scholars suggest other reasons for the pursuit of gated communities, like 
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the search for better living environment (Blandy 2006). Blakely and Snyder (1998) 
identified gated communities into three major types, 
 The lifestyle communities, which shares public space and local amenities within a 
club realm, such as service center and swimming pool, all served for the 
inhabitants;  
 The prestige community, which is a form of social exclusion and the matter of 
elitism to protect residents’ property and their image in the neighborhood;  
 The security zone community, where the residents could control crime and 
manage traffic with added gates and walls. These categories show different social 
values and motivation. 
 
2.3 DIFFERENT POSITIONS WITH REGARD TO GATED COMMUNITIES IN 
WESTERN DISCOURSES 
The arrival of gated communities sparked debates among various scholars. On one 
hand, an anti-position represented by Mike Davis, who views it from the angle of 
political economy, claims that gated community segregates public space. It is the 
result of the upper circles encroachment upon public rights which gives rise to an 
unsustainable development for the whole city landscape (Davis 1990). Webster (1999) 
echoes Davis’ claim, “as much journalistic as intellectual – to publicize what Davis 
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sees as the plight of those who are being marginalized by the privatization of 
exclusive residential, retail and transportation space”. 
On the other hand, Foldavry (1994) supports gated community and argues that it could 
offer collective goods which serve certain groups of people, and it is an efficient mode 
of urban development to support the best services in terms of life quality and their 
values. 
However, Blakely & Snyder stand on a balanced viewpoint after articulating the two 
positions of the on-going academic debate. They do not declare for or against ‘gates’. 
However, they sympathize with the people for choosing and living inside gated 
communities. At the same time, they give some warnings to the drawback of gated 
community and suggestions to avoid building fortresses and segregated communities. 
(Blakely and Snyder 1997) 
 
2.4 THE CURRENT INTERNATIONAL DEBATE 
During the long academic debate, it expresses a comprehensive and complex meaning 
to the concept of ‘gated community’. On the aspect of community, it offers people 
shared lifestyles and values which could help building integrated society. But as a 
walled and gated enclave, it ruled non-members out of community from social 
interaction. Residents living inside prefer benefits that offered by gated community. 
But some of the local councils take an anti-position on these enclave clubs. Whatever 
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the position, gated communities have launched various debates and responses. Diverse 
literatures have discoursed gated community through distinctive perspectives: the 
privatization of public space, social polarization and segregation, the fear of crime and 
surveillance, the critique of fortress city, social fragmentation (Low 2003; Webster 
1999; Davis 1990; Caldeira 2000). During these discussions, there are two main 
perspectives – first, “seeing the gated community as the club realm between the public 
and private arena” and second, viewing it “as a new socio-cultural product of fear and 
crime avoidance”(Wu 2005).  
Though scholars express different views on this gated phenomenon, the anti-position 
became the mainstream and the gated development is still becoming increasingly 
popular in developing countries. In China, about 80% of the communities were built 
in gated form, which became a major mode in residential living form (Miao 2004). 
However, gated communities were explored through ways of sociology. All earlier 
investigations mainly focus on limited public physical space, social segregation and 
gated community’s forming reasons. Only few of them have explored it in a larger 







3 GATED DEVELOPMENT IN CHINA 
Compared to the gated form of development in Western countries, the gated 
development also has a deep root in traditional Chinese urban development. There is a 
long tradition of enclosed and walled development process in Chinese urban history. 
From the walled city in imperial China to the communist work unit (danwei), every 
individual compound was built in a typical enclosed form. But these units differ in 
forms, although they all were enclosed. This chapter is an attempt to make a working 
scope for discoursing residential gated development in China. The ‘gated and walled’, 
in this study, refers to the form that being fenced or walled from surroundings with 
prohibited access area.  
This chapter is roughly divided into four parts to study the gated development in 
China -- the ‘closed’ city, the ‘open’ city, the ‘socialist’ city and the ‘post opening-up 
policy’ city. Though some scholars may interpose an objection to the periodization or 
the terminology used, I would argue that this general framework is useful for studying 
the gated development in China. At the end of this chapter, a summary of 
characteristics of gated community in modern China are described.  
3.1 THE CLOSED CITY 
 Walled city 
Walls and gates are essential elements in Chinese city construction. In the late second 
millennium B.C., Wangcheng, a capital in Zhou dynasty (from 1066 to 771 B.C.), was 
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planned in a regular rectangular urban form. The most famous passage from the 
Kaogong ji, which describes the laying out of Wangcheng, says: 
“When the builder constructs the capital, the city should be a square nine li 
on each side, with three gates on each side. Within the city are nine 
longitudinal and nine latitudinal streets; each of them nine carriages wide. 
On the left (i.e., east) is the Ancestral Temple, on the right (west) are the 
Altars of Soil and Grain, in front is the Hall of Audience and behind, the 
markets”(Heng 1999). 
 
Figure 1  The layout of a capital city as prescribed in Kaogongji 
Source: (Steinhardt 1990) 
As shown in Figure 1, the classical text (Kaogongji) describes a gated and walled city 
with gridding network streets and a walled administration compound, which 
comprises the imperial city in the center. The passage states elements of ancient 
Chinese capital cities – the preparation of the sites, the walled boundaries and their 
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shape, the number of gates, locations of Ancestral Temple and Altars of Soil and 
Grain, and the width of streets – which influenced the design of the following Chinese 
capital cities. During the long-drawn feudal society period, this planning concept was 
fully developed which carry the connotation of constructing the castle for protecting 
the monarchy and the wall for guarding ordinary folk. 
However, this walled city with its fortified administrative compound is not the same 
as gated community. Although access to the walled administration compound was 
restricted, the city was open to its inhabitant and the quintessential public space in the 
walled city was mainly composed of streets. (Heng 1994) 
 The residential wards 
The residential ward was one major characteristic in traditional Chinese city planning. 
It was formed from the Spring-Autumn and Warring States Periods (722-221 B.C.) to 
Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-220) and reached its peak in Tang Dynasty (618-906). Figure 
2 shows the plan of Tang Chang’an, which is a typical closed ward city. There were 
six central axis avenues in this city, which measured between 120 and 134 meters 
wide. Latitudinal east-west and longitudinal north-south streets divided the Tang 
Chang’an into 130 blocks large and small.  
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Figure 2  (left) Plan of Chang’an 
Figure 3  (right) A detail map of Chang’an preserved on stone stele in 1080 
Source: (Heng 2006) 
The whole city was decomposed into several ‘fang’ (residential ward), which were 
planned into integral enclosed sub-blocks. One block formed a residential ward (li 
fang) that was walled with gates on each side. There were 108 walled residential 
wards that took up about 7/8 of the city. Figure 3 shows a detail plan of residential 
ward in Chang’an engraved on a stone stele. All these wards were under strict 
management and surveillance. Gates of these wards were closed every night by guards 
who hold their keys. The guards defended at each corner of the wards for maintaining 
law and order after the nightfall.  
Business and handicraft industry were confined into certain districts which could be 
open and closed in regular intervals called ‘shi’ (market compounds). Controllers’ 
palace and bureaucratic buildings were all located in the most optimum places. Both 
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‘fang’ and ‘shi’ were all surrounded by high walls with gates on each side and 
guarded by soldiers. The whole city gave the feel of military curfew. 
 
Note: I will not indicate public and private because even the wards are public, only the houses in the 
wards are private. 
Figure 4  A spatial structure analysis of the Tang Chang’an 
(Source: edited by the author) 
The concept of a ward city was different from the gated community of the modern day. 
As shown in Figure 4, a spatial structure analysis of the Tang Chang’an, space of 
these mono-functional wards was private and under tight control. During the daytime, 
streets were the main public space and accessible for residents. People could go 
through these wide avenues to reach the east and west markets for daily needs. Before 
dawn and after dusk, inhabitants were forbidden to get out of these wards. People 
were limited in the wards to move freely.  
This autocratic grip and management was favorable to the Empire’s domination. Heng 
(1994) described that “It was the product of the aristocracy, the strict social hierarchy, 
and the legalist tendencies of medieval China”. The walled city was built more for 
military defense and social regulation, rather than business economy and social 
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interaction. Streets were built mainly for separating wards, connecting main gates and 
palace and for military use. Business activities were not allowed on the streets. In brief, 
streets as public space were just a name but not in reality in the walled city(Yang and 
Xu 2008).  
3.2 THE OPEN CITY 
 Traditional Chinese Street Network  
By the end of Tang dynasty, the traditional residential wards were destroyed gradually 
with the emergence of city commerce. Its strict control of the population had been 
weakened. Till Song dynasty, various commercial and social activities poured out into 
streets which were no longer regulated by high walls. Shops and restaurants began to 
appear in some particular residential wards. These business activities could operate 
actively late into the night. With the integration of wards and markets, planning was 
formed from close district to open-ended.  
 
Figure 5  Schematic reconstruction of Kaifeng and its activities    Source: (Heng 1999) 
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Kaifeng marked a turning point in Northern Song dynasty (960 A.D.--1127 A.D.). The 
plan (Figure 5) indicated that a lot of business shops, entertainment venues and even 
government or official facilities appeared along main streets. Shops confined in wards 
penetrated into the street network. Walls that used to restrict residents were changed to 
shop fronts gradually. Public space and public life almost pervaded into every street 
day and night. Even along the banks of river, like Bian Canal, many hotels, shops, 
lousiness and other business activities could be found.  
 
Figure 6  Going up the River during Qingming Festival (Qingming shanghe tu) 
Source: (Zhang 960-1127) 
The hustling and bustling scene could be found in a famous panoramic painting, called 
‘Going up the River during Qingming Festival’ (Qingming shanghe tu), which 
captures a daily life of Kaifeng in the Qingming Festival (Figure 6). Row upon row of 
built houses, shops, restaurants, taverns and even brothels opened to streets. Almost 
all trades and professions that you expected could be found. As shown in the painting, 
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horseback riding officials, imperial relatives and the common people could all be 
found in streets.  
Unlike the avenues in Tang Chang’an, streets became much narrower in Kaifeng and 
other Song cities. 60 meters width could be the widest in Kaifeng which occupied 
only one half of wide streets in Tang Chang’an. Most other streets were built about 30 
meters wide. By contrast, there were more street-front shops and restaurants congested 
in the streets, though there were still some frequent guard posts. Street activities could 
be seen through day and night with the abolition of curfews. The purpose that streets 
served became much different from the wide avenues in Tang Chang’an, which were 
built mainly for spatial restrictions and rendered for administrative and military. Thus, 
cities had transformed from closed cities to true open cities; streets had become the 
main places for activities and the true public space for urban dwellers in China (Yang 
and Xu 2008). 
Various residential housing has existed for thousands of years in China. Courtyard is 
one main living form in traditional farming society. In ancient China, a piece of land 
that handed down from generation to generation was the main capital of their life and 
spirit. Their capital goods originated from land. Families that consisted of 
multi-generations cannot live without land. As a result, it was hard for people to live 
separately. Courtyard house became the main living form which was an enclosed 
living space for extended families. China has a vast territory and a long history, every 
nationality has its own specific living customs and cultural traditions. It is impossible 
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to summarize all the features of their residential forms in this chapter. Thus, two 
typical courtyard houses from south to north, one in Suzhou, the other in Beijing, were 
chosen to analyze traditional living forms and urban fabric. The common features of 
these living forms that existed thousands of years were in conformity with 
Confucianism which advocates the idea of respecting the aged and loving the 
young(Nie, Zou, and Shu 2004).  
 Narrow-and-deep courtyard house 
This was a walled compound where their spatial structures were formed by wall and 
gate. Figure 7 is a first floor plan of a traditional house in Suzhou district. The Main 
rooms were along in the main axis with length five times the width, which originated 
from vestibule, sedan chair hall, stall, interior stall to principal room. Study room, 
restroom and other rooms located on the two sides that embodied a strict feudal 
patriarchal family system. Living forms corresponded with life, and activities in the 
courtyard house were composed of synthesis of multiple elements. 
 
Figure 7  First floor plan of traditional house in Suzhou district         Source: (Chen 2006)  
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Figure 8  A map of traditional Suzhou old district 
Source: (Chen 2006) 
Residential blocks were divided by some south-north rivers and interior space is 
organized by other east-west rivers, which layout like a fishbone form as shown in 
Figure 8. Each street is about 250 to 300 meters in length and 60 to 80 meters distance 
between each other. One or two courtyard houses locate along this fishbone city form. 
Alleys are narrow and quiet spaces that connect with each other, rivers were 
convenient for living and transportation.  
 
Figure 9  Prosperous map of Suzhou (Gusu fanhua tu) in Qing dynasty      
Source: (Xu 1759) 
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Figure 9 shows a prosperous map of Suzhou more than two hundred years ago. Many 
restaurants, shops, grocery stores and other business activities could be found along 
river banks which became the main public places for daily business and social 
activities. Cargo, passenger and official ships can all be found in rivers; dazzling 
goods displayed in counters in a large number of shops along streets; officers, 
common residents and businessman of Qing dynasty all appeared in streets in this 
prosperous scene. Streets functioned as the main public space for residents’ 
communication, children’s playground and even hawkers’ bargaining place. Daily 
informal social interaction was taken in intersections with wells or trees. Although 
there were no public squares, gardens and complex courtyards could be found in some 
large complexes. Streets, alleys and courtyards were structured hierarchically, which 
created a rich spatial experiences and a livable environment. There were about 500 
streets and alleys in the old city of Suzhou in Ming dynasty. During Qing dynasty, the 
number reached 612. These characteristics constitute Suzhou as a typical ‘double 
chessboard’ transportation system which was the prerequisite for Suzhou’s bustling 
activities.(Chen 2006)  
 Quadrangles or four-side enclosed courtyards (siheyuan) 
Siheyuan is another important residential form in China. In ancient times, it was 
occupied by a single and extended family. As indicated in Figure 10, the main 
building was considered as the main hall that was assigned to the master or the eldest 
member of the family. The main hall was also used for entertaining relatives and 
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worshiping the god or ancestors. On the two sides that adjoined the main hall were 
bedrooms. Bedrooms sat in the east or the west were also different sometimes. 
Depending on the polygamy system, people lived in the east were considered superior, 
and the ones lived in the west were considered inferior. The east wing and west wing 
that located on two sides of the courtyard served the room for descendants. Normally, 
east wing is used by sons and west wing for daughters. After daughters got married, 
the west wing would transform to be resided by guests. The rear north wing that 
positioned at the back and lowest terrain was used by servants, who could not go in 
and out freely through the front main entrance gate (Pan 2004). The layout of 
siheyuan embodied a traditional Chinese morality. A strict concept of superiority and 
inferiority that implied etiquette was followed in ancient China. Thus, this integration 
form of courtyards is beneficial for family members to live together and offering an 
ideal living space. 
 
Figure 10  (left) A typical siheyuan composition                            
Figure 11  (right) Siheyuan and hutong     Source: (Chen 2008) 
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However, there was much difference in the concept between the traditional living 
form (Suzhou or the siheyuan in Beijing) and gated community. Sometimes, the 
courtyard compound can expand to a complicated neighborhood, but it was still a big 
house that consisted of one family or extended family. Multi-generations lived 
together under the same roof and the joys of family life are the happy reunion dreams 
of each family. People living inside all have the same surname which is much 
different from today’s gated community that mentioned earlier in the study.  
Hutong, a type of narrow streets or alleys, are formed by lines of siheyuan so that the 
trend of hutong is influenced by the courtyards’ positions. During Ming period Beijing 
(1368-1644), most of them extended from west to east, especially in the interior of the 
old city. No matter which side of siheyuan is adjacent to these hutongs, they were 
always lined with gates and compound walls as indicated in Figure 11.  
 
Figure 12  Different typologies of hutong 
Source: (Chen 2008) 
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Figure 13  (left) Retail commerce distribution in alley network 
Figure 14  (right) Alley network in Qing dynasty 
Source: (He 1996) 
Furthermore, some main alleys link the east-west hutong together to constitute 
different typology (Figure 12). They could offer some functions like transportation, 
ventilation, lighting and dividing districts. Many commercial shops were distributed 
along streets at each entrance of hutong (Figure 13). These hutongs connected with 
each other and formed a hybrid network. Statistics showed that there were more than 
400 hutongs in Yuan dynasty (1271-1368), till Qing dynasty (1616-1912) this number 
swelled to about two thousand. People could weave their ways through the network 
freely, and they could have many choices for their destinations. Most of their widths 
were between 5 to 7 meters. 
After the strict ward rule was eroded, it was less easy to characterize the complex 
urban issue unlike the ward city of Tang Chang’an. Street system did not follow the 
traditional checkerboard pattern exactly. For instance, some oblique streets appeared 
in Kaifeng’s outer city. In the Song period, it was not easy to distinguish from the 
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location of residential, commercial and administrative locations that was definite in 
the Tang cities. During Ming period Beijing, many curved and crooked streets could 
be found in its south sections and altered the urban structure (Figure 14). As the ward 
walls fell, numerous shops, restaurants and other commercial activities opened to the 
main streets. Theses streets were connected with many alleys. The land lots and 
properties were formed in different shapes and sizes. Generally, more commercial 
properties were distributed on the main streets and alleys that formed smaller lots. 
Larger lots of courtyard houses were found behind these commercial shops and 
restaurants. Along the outer wall, military camps were located in even larger lots 
(Heng 1999).  
3.3 THE SOCIALIST CITY 
 Work-unit compounds in the early days of New China 
As stated earlier, imperial palaces were enclosed by walls and city moats that formed 
a strict form of ‘city in city’ in the feudal society. Residential ward stated a similar 
concept inherently as well. They were surrounded by walls and placed gates on each 
side like small towns. Courtyard house were also enclosed by walls influenced by a 
comprehensive family system in traditional Chinese cities. All of the above mentioned 
have a deep root in Chinese culture and urban history for a long time. But they were 
still different from gated community in modern cities.  
After the foundation of People’s Republic of China, centralized planning took the 
place of local policy-making. The primary problem faced by the Central State was 
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how to develop industrialization with scarce resources and organize people steadily. 
The main emphasis of work shifted from countryside to cities. In order to manage 
governmental and military offices effectively, the work unit (danwei) was developed. 
It was a typical organization of China’s society. Unlike the former Soviet Union, no 
large-scale projects were reconstructed. The government communized a lot of private 
land and houses that property rights transferred to public institutions. For example, in 
1950, many old houses confiscated by the government were occupied by army or 
central organizations for offices’ shortage in Beijing. In the western suburbs, a tract of 
land was occupied by armies to form large work unit such as the naval compounds, 
the air force compounds. In the north-western educational suburbs, enclosure 
movement was developed by some colleges like the People’s University of China and 
Central Academy of National Minorities. Normally, they took up large area of land 
and implemented enclosed management. North and East Gate acted as landmarks to 
orientate location. Connections were generally done through main roads (Liang and 
Sun 2007). However, the form structure and management were similar to those in 
Tang Chang’an. The defense subjects between the residential wards and work unit 
were different. For the former people were living inside & in the latter outside. 
The interior land was given out to every institutional work unit by the central 
government. Every institutional work unit could use or plan land separately and freely. 
Investment of infrastructure was handed down by the central government that 
depended on the hierarchical administrative webs of affiliation. In socialist period, it 
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was convenient for work unit to get investment from upper level governments. 
Infrastructure construction was mainly provided by work unit, such as hospital, 
kindergarten, schools, recreation, besides housing and offices, even the approval for 
marriage was managed by the work unit. In 1950s, many workers’ villages were 
developed in work unit land for living and accessing to workplaces conveniently. 
“The work unit, or danwei, became the basic building block of society” (Heng 2008).  
 
Figure 15  Baiwanzhuang community in Beijing (1953) 
Source: (Nie, Zou, and Shu 2004) 
Figure 15 shows a residential community built in 1953 in Beijing. Its planning concept 
was imported from the former Soviet Union that advocated enclosed form like houses 
layout in Europe. The plan was composed of some three-storey buildings, and a piece 
of green land located in the center was occupied by a kindergarten. In the former 
Soviet Union, this early residential planning mainly relied on enclosed form which 
might accommodate to its cold climate and various spaces. But it was difficult to 
popularize in Beijing because few people like to live in west-facing rooms. 
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Figure 16  Caoyang New village in Shanghai    
Source: (Nie, Zou, and Shu 2004) 
Another typical example is Caoyang new village, which covers 123 hectares in 
Shanghai. Caoyang was the first generation of workers’ villages that originated in 
1951. This residential district was built by several work units. Its planning concept was 
influenced by the neighborhood unit with characters of three levels structure, housing 
cluster, residential block, and urban residential area. Rows and columns pattern 
provides every tenement with good ventilation and sunshine system. Primary schools, 
kindergarten and some green gardens served for certain service radius. This was an 
unprecedented planning at that time, which was neither European nor traditional 
Shanghai’s Li Nong pattern (Nie, Zou, and Shu 2004). There were gates and ways to 
mark the entrance in these villages and walls to enclose the work unit, but it was not 
stringent of compounds security. It was hard to identify every person for entering this 
social-mixed work unit. According to Wu,  
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“…ordinary urban dwellers are not stopped except for rural migrant who 
can be judged from their appearance. In a sense, these communities are 
gated but not fortified. The gate is not closed during the daytime, and the 
guard serves as an information provider for visitors. … for the workers’ 
village that accommodates the employees from several work-units, 
identity checking is extremely difficult, if not impossible”(Wu 2005). 
For the work unit appearance, it satisfied the definition of a gated community. They 
were surrounded by walls and gates, and identified by guards though not stringent 
sometimes. Members living inside were the workers that work in the work unit. Rural 
migrants were not allowed to enter freely who could normally distinct from their 
appearance. The upper level government invested work unit to provide public 
facilities and services for their workers, but it was hard for people who lived outside to 
enjoy these welfares. Wu (2005) emphasized two factors for why such mode regarded 
popular and efficient in the socialist period. First, work unit was an effective method 
to meet the minimum conditions of social reproduction to solve the constraint of 
inadequate infrastructure. Second, in the work unit compound for its internal high 
diversity, workers had formed a comprehensive relationship beside their living places. 
As a quasi-primary society, some easy production and consumption could be carried 
out in work unit. Housing consumption, for instance, could be performed directly 
through the work unit with its controlled numbers of workers effectively. These 
worker villages that started for security and management was thought to be the 
prototype of China gated community. 
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However, this land allocation model of work unit led to many problems. First, it led to 
a state of disorder in land property. In the planned economy system, the land of work 
unit was allocated by their needs. From the central government to lower state 
governments and state-owned enterprises, walls were the symbols for demarcation 
surrounding work unit. Each work unit was private with various areas and sizes, 
including factories, offices, dormitory, shops, canteens, kindergartens etc. Land 
property was in disorder. After the Market Reform and Opening-up policy, walls 
along streets were destroyed. Some internal facilities began to serve for the outside 
and opened to streets directly that increased a new round disorder of land property. 
Second, urban blocks had to be developed in large sizes that depended on work unit 
land property. During the socialist period, cities were performed under the socialist 
planning principles which advocated formalist street patterns and design for public 
buildings. Work unit land property often belongs to state-owned enterprises. Public 
streets could not go into these enclaves directly. Thus city blocks were forced to 
include some work units’ enclaves to constitute urban blocks with large sizes. Last but 
not least, these work units’ enclaves decrease the efficiency of urban land’s use and 
operation. Each work unit was supplied with infrastructure investment and internal 
construction power that served only for workers in their independent kingdom. 
Therefore, it was impossible for them to exchange resources which caused 
inefficiency for the whole city system and wasted urban land resource (Liang and Sun 
2007).  
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3.4 THE CITY AFTER OPENING-UP POLICY (1979 - CURRENT) 
Because of the Cultural Revolution which led urban construction stagnation, housing 
became a main problem after the market reform and opening-up policy. Housing 
policy and rules were reformed gradually. In general, it suffered two periods, from 
transforming through governmental direct control and welfare policy to governmental 
indirect adjustment and commercialization.  
 First: exploration and experimentation stage (1979 - 1985) 
Since the Third Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central Committee, held in December 
1978, new economic policy brought new opportunity for development. During the 
early transforming period, some cities faced great pressure of housing shortage caused 
by the ten years of Cultural Revolution. Since then, housing provision system 
transformed from welfare to commercialization gradually. In 1980, Deng Xiaoping 
made statement about housing policy problems which advocated complete revolution 
in residential production, circulation, allocation and consumption. It put forward some 
thoughtful suggestions on citizen’s buying or building of houses, both new and old 
houses could be sold. People could also make lump-sum payment or progressive 
payment in 10 to 15 years. It even suggested modification on rent and subsidy on low 
income people. In 1982, first pilot projects were launched, which meant government, 
work unit and individual can undertake one third of house price separately, called 
‘three-thirds system’ (Sansan Zhi) in four Chinese cities. It is important to note that 
due to housing investment and uneven allocation problems, this policy was not 
promoted to the country comprehensively. 
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Figure 17  Two plans in the competition of Tianjin Wang dingdi community 
Source: (Zhang 2006) 
During this time, some competitions of building large residential district planning 
were launched. For example, in 1981, Tianjin planning authority organized a 
residential competition that invited many professional design institutes and received 
forty six entries. Figure 17 shows two examples from this competition that indicated 
different views and cognitions in residential district planning. Some of them explored 
high-density low-rise apartments; others explored various plan patterns to guide 
following planning projects. In the next year, another competition was held in 
Shanghai to explore buildings combination and design’s possibility. During this 
period, most design entries were deeply influenced by Perry’s neighborhood unit.  
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 Second: start stage (1986 - 1993) 
The first stage and its experimentation had won confirmation. These experimental 
experiences appointed the objectives, process and main policy of housing revolution 
that indicated the housing revolution to enter a completed implementation stage. In 
1991, the State Council issued some documents to emphasize specific purposes of this 
revolution, which pushed on all-round reform over the whole state. In 1992, Shanghai 
led the way in some implementation schemes as the new system of ‘five parts’. 
(Cheng 1999) It included,  
1. Carry out Provident Fund Schemes; 
2. Increase rents and subsidy; 
3. Buy debt; 
4. Promotions in buying houses; and 
5. Build the Housing Authority. 
Shanghai was the first city in carrying out Provident Fund Schemes that learned from 
Singapore, which played a promoting role in the revolution. Only in three years, 
almost three quarter of all cities in China launched and followed the same campaign. 
Some problems evolved during this revolution. Since 1992, with opening-up policy 
pursuing, national economy entered the way of rapid development. Competition in the 
market led income inequality and a chasm between rich and poor in society. This 
inequality led to the middle-low income class housing assurance problems.  
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At this point, National Ministry of Construction launched some movements to 
influence planning, such as ‘City Residential Districts Pilot’. These residential 
districts were planned into several clusters that enclosed central green garden or public 
space with facilities. The planning provided proper size, daylight and enhancing living 
density through various forms and spatial combination. 
 
Figure 18  A residential community in Kunming 
Source: (Nie, Zou, and Shu 2004) 
Figure 18 shows a residential district in Kunming that put less emphasis on residential 
cluster and encouraged courtyard planning. It is not large in size and isolated from the 
rest of the city. The district is also not totally surrounded with walls and gates. This 
planning principle was followed and continued in other parts of China. 
 Third: deepen reform stage (1994 - 1998) 
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In 1994, another policy about deepen reform of the urban housing system was 
promulgated by the State Council which transferred development right that belongs to 
the municipal government, work unit to the private individual as well. At the same 
time, this policy content included four points as mentioned below, 
1. Transferring work unit’s housing construction, allocation, modification and 
management to social and professional system;  
2. Transferring welfare allocation model to money wages that depended on 
distribution according to work;  
3. Building a system of offering economic and suitable houses with social security to 
the Middle-Low income class; and 
4. Building a supply system of offering commercial houses to high income family 
and so on (Council 1994).  
In 1996, the General Office of the State Council, in a document of tightening up the 
management of Housing Accumulation Fund, defined that the Housing Accumulation 
Fund was a worker’s personal housing fund. At the same time, it also standardized the 
fund management system that helps its development. Till this time, Housing 
Accumulation Fund system had been built completely. Economic and suitable houses 
developed in a fast speed as well as commercial houses. 
A large scale construction movement happened in this period since the reform and 
opening-up policy, especially in Pearl River Delta. In early 1990s, Panyu, an urban 
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district of Guangzhou municipality, began to be a hot zone for building mega-scale 
communities. Its large area and cheap land attracted many developers and consumers 
to investigate. Till 1997, these mega-scale communities attracted a lot of high-income 
families to live there because of its unique specific huge and quiet environment. A few 
years later, this area comprised not only several gated communities, but also a huge 
seventy hectares complex community district. These early gated communities played 
an exemplary role in building mega-scale residential communities and followed with 
large scale ‘enclosure movement’ and ‘building up cities movement’ by developers in 
Guangzhou municipality. In recent years, this planning principle was transplanted to 
some northern cities with a ‘development should be large scale’ concept pursued by 
many developers. Table 1 indicates the size and scale of some mega-scale gated 
communities in Guangzhou municipality. They are all covered with large population 
and mega-scale land. 
Table 1  The top four ‘Dapan’ projects of Huanan Area in Panyu district of Guangzhou 








Land use area 
(ha) 
403.80 314.91 202.50 148.56 
Total planning 
floor area (m2) 
5,541,200 4,337,100 2,605,600 2,051,900 
Total planning 
population 
135,300 88,000 75,500 34,300 
Source: (Ling 2008) 
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 Fourth: assigned housing policy terminated stage (1998 - ) 
In 1998, the State Council promulgated an important document that clearly defined,  
1) Stop housing allocation and transform to the capitalization of housing allocation; 
2) constituted and consummated housing supply system that is based on economic 
applicable apartment; 
3) Foster & standardize housing trading market; 
4) Develop real estate financial industry.  
This reform system includes three levels that,  
1) Offer high income families with high-quality commercial houses; 
2) Offer middle-low income families with economic applicable apartments; and  
3) Offer low income families with low rent apartments.  
This is a major change of housing revolution. It indicated the termination of welfare 
allocation system and the beginning of a new housing system. 
However, there was a gap between policy and reality. Commodity housing developers 
have to “obtain land through the land leasing system. The plots of leased land are 
delineated by the city government, and therefore the construction of commodity 
housing is allowed to define physical boundaries to separate it from the rest of the 
city”(Wu 2005). Meanwhile, with land price going up, house price also enhanced 
gradually and formed a vicious cycle. 80% of citizens are at middle-low income level, 
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only 10% of them could afford high-quality and high-price commercial houses. But 
the economic applicable apartment was not developed in a suitable percentage. 
 
Figure 19  The proportion changes of economic applicable apartment in China 
Source: (Shen 2007) 
Figure 19 shows the percentage of economic applicable apartment in China since 
1998. It is clear from the graph that its percentage is declining gradually. After land 
was leased to developers who aimed at the maximum profits, property management 
and community building became developer’s selling points. Under the market’s drive 
and considered security and privacy, these residential districts were enclosed by walls 
and gates for enhancing the internal environment, which separate connection to the 
outside. 
 Mega-scale residential community forming reasons 
With the steady growth of the country’s economy as well as people’s living standard, 
building industry in China becomes a main construction market in the world. 
Mega-scale residential communities are common to be found in many cities. Some of 
them, called economic applicable apartments, were built for the middle-low income 
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families; others were built for the high income families called commercial houses. The 
former communities were often under lax management and semi-closed that 
constituted lower income families; the latter communities were usually enclosed with 
walls and gates. Their coverage land area varies from several hectares to hundreds of 
hectares, especially in the urban fringe that devours huge amounts of cropland. As the 
residents were filtered through housing affordability, communities were developed 
into an enclave with similar socio-economic status. The housing price divides 
residents into different socio-economic status areas. In the same community, social 
space is homogenized, while at the whole city people are segregated by different 
levels. A city should not be developed into these single functional and enclosed 
enclaves. Jacobs (1972) criticized, 
“it may be that we have become so feckless as a people that we no longer 
care how things do work, but only what kind of quick, easy outer 
impression they give. If so, there is little hope for our cities or probably for 
much else in our society. But I do not think this is so”.  
On the city organization, Christopher Alexander, an American scholar, analyzed and 
made a comparison between traditional city and the functionalism city after World 
War II. He indicated that the functionalism city (artificial city) is organized to form a 
tree. “Whenever we have a tree structure, it means that within this structure no piece 
of any unit is ever connected to other units, except through the medium of that unit as 
a whole”(Thackara 1988). Every unit was made up of single function. For example, 
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several neighborhood units constitute a community, and some communities constitute 
a city. Thus this organization split their complex interactions. However, a traditional 
city was composed of a semilattice structure that each unit could interact between 
each other in a complex system. This was precisely what formed a city’s diversity 
(Figure 20).  
 
Figure 20  The semilattice axiom (left) and the tree axiom (right) 
Source: (Thackara 1988) 
Zhang concludes this mega-scale development phenomenon into three aspects: 
developer’s investment; consumers’ favor; and government’s drive (Zhang 2006). 
For developer’s investment, first, building mega-scale community could cut down the 
cost of construction and management. If developers could intensively select and 
purchase building materials, develop and promote products and negotiate with 
suppliers, it would reduce per-unit cost effectively. Second, building mega-scale 
community could help developers to boost its market share. If corporations were weak 
in strength and fund, they could be struck out easily in this battle. They have to 
increase their market share, accumulate capital, talents and technology quickly in 
order to get the leading power of market. Third, it is favorable for brands of 
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corporations. For building a mega-scale community could make great effect in 
common people, which is a good opportunity to show developer’s capital strength, 
technology, research ability and market fame for the next development step. It is a 
long way and not easy to build a good brand. Fourth, it could help developers to get 
appropriate funds to support them. Real estate developers finance mainly through 
three ways: corporation own fund; bank credit capital; and circulating fund from 
selling houses. Since 2001, banks modified loan policy to give priority to developers 
who would build large projects. In this condition, it advocated developers to invest 
mega-scale community in order to get the loan more easily. 
From consumers’ viewpoint, they first consider prices. The prices were often lower in 
mega-scale community that located in suburbs. Second, mega-scale community has 
advantages on environment. For large land coverage, it could offer conditions to build 
manmade landscape and natural space in center for internal residents, and offer quiet 
living environment that departed from outside noisy city. Third, people usually 
believe that mega-scale community is often built by strong developers. With nation’s 
strict control on land and capital, the threshold for developers increased. It is a 
symbolic representation of a company with real strength to be trusted. 
For government’s drive, they mainly consider fiscal revenues. The government 
attracts real estate developer to develop mega-scale community in order to develop 
local economy, enhance local statue, and increase local revenues and consuming 
capacity. Real estate has become one of the pillar industries in national economy. It 
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plays an important role in enhancing local economy. And many officials enhance the 
merit of the Ministry mainly depended on this method which could run effectively. 
The government welcomes local or out of town investors to develop real estate 
industry and provide a conductive environment with favorable policies. For example, 
officers supply cheap cropland to attract investment that caused thousands of peasants 
lost their land and vicious circle of ecological environment. 
In brief, in Tang Chang’an, people were strictly controlled by feudal emperors and 
zoned citizens into wards, even markets were surrounded by thick walls. Cities were 
built for political and military reasons, rather than commercial purposes. With an 
expanding economy and strict urban structure eroded, in Song Kaifeng, shops, 
restaurants, taverns and other facilities spilled into the streets. Streets became the main 
public space for social interaction. Officials and common citizens could all been seen 
in streets. Such an open city was full of a sociable, stimulating and sophisticated life 
style. In socialist society, work unit became the basic form in which all aspects of 
residents’ life were controlled. Housing, medical insurance, school and other 
commuting service were all taken in a walled work unit. In modern China, with the 
development of housing industry and reform, more and more people live in 
commercial housing enclaves. Members living inside are enclosed by walls and gates 
both from appearance and psychology. Mega-scale residential districts provide places 
more for living and social interaction of the same socio-economic class. Reminiscent 
of the Chinese city development process, it looks like a full circle.  
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3.5 CHARACTERISTICS OF GATED COMMUNITY 
 Size 
A residential community size mainly depends on population and land area. Its land use 
size is decided by urban street structure and block size. In the statistics of Chinese 
demo residential projects, about 80% of their sizes are larger than 10 ha.  
In 1994, document ‘Urban residential unit management’ implemented by the Ministry 
of Construction defined that residential community is a certain size of residential 
district with plenty of infrastructures and facilities. In planning, residential community 
is categorized in three levels -- housing cluster; residential block; and urban residential 
district. 
 For housing cluster (ju zhu zu tuan), it means a living district comprised of several 
buildings, which is enclosed by river or streets, with basic public facilities serve 
the population of 3,000 to 10,000 or 300 to 700 households. Generally, it is fit 
with small shops or other simple facilities rather than kindergartens or community 
center in order to make a quiet and good quality environment. 
 For residential block (ju zhu xiao qu), it means a living district, which is enclosed 
by urban streets or natural boundaries, with certain public facilities for common 
daily life, serves 7,000 to 15,000 people or 2,000 to 3,000 households. Generally, 
it is equipped with common post office, shops and clinics for daily necessaries. 
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 For urban residential district (ju zhu qu), it means a living district, which is 
enclosed by urban artery or natural boundaries, it is provided with cultural 
entertainment and public facilities to serve the population of 30,000 to 50,000 or 
10,000 to 15,000 households. Urban residential district normally is composed of 
some residential blocks or housing clusters. 
 Structure 
Residential community is planned into various hierarchical structures. Housing block 
is allocated with simple facility and comprises a residential block. Then several 
residential blocks comprise an urban residential area normally. Figure 21 shows a case 
of Quyuan New Community (quyang xincun) with the three levels as discussed earlier 




Figure21  Hierarchy and structure 
Source: (Li 2001) 
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 Spatial form 
Residential community is commonly categorized into four prototypes in planning, 
which are determinant pattern, enclosure pattern, point group pattern and mixed 
pattern. Figure 22 indicates each pattern’s characteristics and planning case. There are 
advantages and disadvantages during these patterns which are shown in Table 2. 
Presently, most developers usually plan the community into a mixed pattern. 
 
1. Determinant pattern                  2. Enclosure pattern 
 
3. Point group pattern                    4. Mixed pattern 
Figure 22  Different patterns in residential community 
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Table 2  Advantages and disadvantages in different spatial form 





Easy for construction 
Economy for structure 
Easy to get sunshine and 
ventilation 
Space could be monotonous and 
dull 
Easy to form transfer roads 
Enclose 
pattern 
Easy to form courtyards 
Fight cold by staying warm 
Saving land 
Hard for sunshine and 
ventilation in different directions 
Complex in construction 




Easy to adapt various terrains 
Variability in public space 
Not conductive for energy 




Source: (Li 2001) 
 Road structure 
Road planning in residential community mainly depends on its surrounding 
transportation management. Generally, they are planned into uncorrelated type and 
hybrid type of organization. The former type is designed in large traffic flow condition 
that adapting for vehicle, non-vehicle and pedestrian. This type could divert traffic, 
noninterference, ensure foot passengers safety and traffic moves on. But the road site 
coverage is large and a little wasteful. This type is seldom used in residential blocks 
and housing clusters. The other type is often used in gated communities with small 
traffic flow. It could save land use, reduce site coverage and save investment. 
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However, as its hybrid form, it is low in safety index and not convenient for 
pedestrians. 
Roads are also divided into four levels based on their function and layout.  
1. The first level is the road in urban residential area level (juzhuqu ji daolu) that 
connected interior to outside. Driveway width should be designed more than 9 m. If it 
is designed with public transportation, the width should be 10 to 14 m with 2 to 4 m 
wide footpath.  
2. The second level is the minor road in residential block level (juzhuxiaoqu ji daolu) 
to solve internal transportation problems. They are often designed in 6 to 8m width for 
driveway with 1.5 to 2m wide footpath.  
3. The third level is the road in housing cluster level (juzhu zutuan ji daolu) to connect 
the cluster interior to the outside. The width is planned between 4 to 6m. 
4. The lowest level is the path in front of buildings (zhaijian xiaolu) that is designed 
for pedestrian. It is about 2.5 m wide. 
Generally, the interior road layout could be categorized into four types.  
1) Fishbone form (Figure 23), a main road cut through the whole district with some 
branches on two sides. But this planning form is often used in some limited or 
narrow areas.  
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Figure 23  A fishbone form gated community in Shanghai 
Source: maps.google.com 
2) Inner loop form (Figure 24), roads run around to cover some facilities or buildings 
and connected with other branches. This form could offer a public space and 
attract people to concentrate the central area for activities. 
 
Figure 24  An inner loop form gated community in Shanghai 
Source: maps.google.com 
3) Outer loop form (Figure 25), roads run surrounding the whole district that 
connected with every building. As can be seen in the figure, the centeral corner 
can be planned into an inner lake, a facility or other sort of landscape.  
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Figure 25  An outer loop road gated community in Shanghai 
Source: maps.google.com 
4) Grid form (Figure 26), roads run regularly like grid. Each road could connect with 
each other; and the buildings are laid out along each road side. However, though 
the internal roads connect and cross each other, the number of gate is often very 
few in gated community. 
 
Figure 26  A Grid form gated community in Suzhou 
Source: maps.google.com 
 Facility 
Public service center means facilities used for commerce, culture, education, medical 
insurance, sports and etc. for people’s daily needs. According to the Urban Residential 
Community Planning Code of PRC (chengshi juzhuqu guifan), these facilities should 
be planned depending on the size of community and local population. Public facilities 
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should serve for certain radius area and can be allocated into different levels. 
However, it is hard to conform where these facilities should be laid out as it is 
depended on the planning code.  
Table 3  Four sorts of facility location in gated community  
1 Facilities locate in the center  
2 Facilities locate along one side  
3 Facilities locate at the entrance gate 
4 Facilities locate on each side 
Generally, the location of facilities can be categorized into four sorts (Table 3).  
1) First, where the public facility is located at the center. Its character is small in 
service radius and convenient for internal residents to use, but it can only be used 
by internal residents. (Figure 27) 
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Figure 27  Public facility in the center 
Source: maps.google.com 
2) Second, where the public facility is located along one or two sides. This form 
could provide services both for residents living inside and outside. As facilities 
could connect to streets directly, most of the shops could get good benefit and 
operate smoothly. At the same time, this planning form could develop a street 
landscape and lively streets though it holds up traffic sometimes.(Figure 28) 
 
Figure 28  Public facility on one side 
Source: unpublished material from SIAD 
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3) Third, where the public facility is located near the main entrance. This location 
could provide services for commuters, people living inside and outside. As they 
locate at the entrance with a high visitor volume, it offers a good business benefit. 
But residents who live in the opposite corner in community could feel 
inconvenience. (Figure 29) 
 
Figure 29  Public facility at the entrance 
Source: unpublished material from SIAD 
4) Fourth, where the public facility is located at each side. In this condition, residents 
could have more opportunities to choose and feel convenience. However, as 
facilities being distributed at each side, it is hard to organize a commercial 
environment intensively. (Figure 30) 
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Figure 30  Public facility at each side 
Source: unpublished material from PTMA 
However, no matter what their planning forms are or where the public facilities are 
located, few gates are connected to the outside, their common features are in 






Connectivity is an important component in designing the road network. It is closely 
related to people’s travelling route from the origin to destination. Connect is defined 
as “bring together or into contact so that a real or notional link is established… join 
together so as to provide access and communication.” in The New Oxford American 
Dictionary (Abate and Jewell 2001). Taaffe defined connectivity as ‘when a network 
is abstracted as a set of edges (linkages) that are related to a set of vertices (nodes), a 
fundamental question is the degree to which all pairs of vertices are interconnected. 
The degree of connection between all vertices is defined as the connectivity of the 
network’ (Taaffe and Gauthier 1973). Above all, connectivity is related to the number 
of intersections and how street segments connected in the street network system. 
It is still unclear of how appropriate street connectivity should be. The current debate 
on street connectivity is still ambiguous for being a conflicting objective(Dill 2004). 
Many residents cannot accept this concept. Sometimes they fear that street 
connectivity would add more traffic. Thus, they take some measures to mitigate fears, 
for example, adding speed humps to improve traffic safety, so that these impacts can 
be mitigated. However, there is no doubt of the importance of street connectivity. 
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Fukumoto  (2005) enumerated many benefits for street connectivity, which are 
described below :  
 “More direct routes to more places and with shorter trips.” 
 “More choices in paths mean congestion can be relieved.” 
 “Direct routing encourages walking and biking.” 
 “Connected neighborhoods foster a greater sense of community.” 
 “School bus routes for children are safer and shorter.” 
 “Emergency service response times are shorter.” 
With the concept of New Urbanism and smart growth, more urban planners have paid 
attention to street network connectivity in recent years. However, how to measure 
connectivity is a complex problem. Some researchers calculate block length and size; 
others examine the relationship between the intersections and segments. But there are 
some limitations in all these methods that depended only on one or two elements. Dill 
compared these measures and concluded that they all moved in different degrees (Dill 
2004). As a result, the following would conclude these connectivity measuring 
methods into three sorts, which are block form, block density and calculation based on 
formulas.  
 Block Length and Block Size 
Block length is the simplest way that can be measured from the curb or the distance 
between two street intersections. The theory is that “shorter blocks mean more 
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intersections and, therefore, shorter travel distances and a greater number of routes 
between locations”(Dill 2004). The same standard is also used in block size that can 
be measured by the width and length and the area. However, the distance between two 
points is still unclear. For example, Figure 31 indicates two plans with the same areas 
but different forms. Comparing with the two plans, block width in plan A is two times 
than that in plan B, but its length in plan A is half than that in plan B. Each block has 
the same area. As can be seen clearly, the walking distance in plan A between point A 
and point B is shorter than in plan B, but C and D is longer in Plan A. 
 
Figure 31  Maximum Block Length vs. Block Size 
Source: (Dill 2004) 
 Block Density, Intersection Density and Street Density 
Generally, block is surrounded by roads. Frank et al. considered it as a useful proxy 
for street connectivity. It indicated that more blocks stand for more intersections and 
blocks (Frank, Stone, and Bachman 2000). In either case, this increased block density 
and intersection density implied increased connectivity presumably (Cervero and 
Kockelman 1997). Street density is considered to be another major index in measuring 
connectivity. It is measured as the length of streets per square kilometer of land (or 
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miles per square mile). So a higher value means more streets and connectivity. This is 
a typical and simple way in measuring connectivity. These three indexes, block 
density, intersection density and street density are much correlated with each other. 
However, there are also limitations. For example, in some street network, especially in 
gated community, they are composed of many cul-de-sacs. In this condition, these 
cul-de-sacs are usually included that may lead measurement errors.  
 Connected Intersection Ratio and Link-Node Ratio 
These two methods are related to the number of intersection and segment. They need 
certain calculation and could measure connectivity more effectively. “The Connected 
Node Ratio (CNR) is the number of street intersections divided by the number of 
intersections plus cul-de-sacs. The maximum value is 1.0”(Dill 2004) (Figure 32). 
Thus, if there is a higher index, it means the number of cul-de-sacs would be fewer 
that show a higher level of connectivity. But this method is hard to be used in a district 
without cul-de-sacs. 
 
Figure 32  Connected Node Ratio 
Source: edited by the author 
Link-Node Ratio (LNR) is a relatively effective method for measuring connectivity. It 
is “an index of connectivity equal to the number of links divided by the number of 
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nodes within in a study area. Links are defined as roadway or pathway segments 
between two nodes. Nodes are intersections or the end of a cul-de-sac.” (Dill 2004) 
Figure 33 shows the working of LNR. Plan A and Plan B have the same number of 
nodes, but different number of segments. Plan B has two more links and results in the 
ratio of 1.13 while 0.88 in Plan A. It is also different in connectivity between Node A 
and Node B in these two plans. There is only one route in Plan A obviously, but in 
Plan B there are three routes. As a result, we could say that the value of connectivity 
in Plan B is higher than Plan A in Link-Node Ratio. However, it cannot reflect the 
length that taken in a ratio way. “A perfect grid of 1,000-foot blocks will have the 
same link-node ratio as a grid with 200-foot blocks. The latter would result in shorter 
network trip distances”(Dill 2004). Thus, there is limitation of this method in certain 
aspects. 
 





 Alpha and Gamma Index 
In the geography of transportation field, gamma index and alpha index were also 
developed as measures of connectivity. “The gamma index is simply the ratio of the 
number of edges in a network to the maximum number possible in that network.” 
(Taaffe and Gauthier 1973). After the street network was abstracted as graphs, the 
maximum number of links is expressed as 3*(#nodes-2). This feature could represent 
well in a transportation network. It is ranged from 0 to 1 and expressed in a percentage 
of connectivity (Figure 34).  
 
Figure 34  Formula of gamma index and maximal connectivity 
Source: (Taaffe and Gauthier 1973) 
The alpha index is another concept of measuring connectivity. It uses the concept of 
circuit, “a finite, closed path in which the initial node of the linkage sequence 
coincides with the terminal node”(Taaffe and Gauthier 1973). “The alpha index is the 
ratio of the number of actual circuits to the maximum number of circuits”(Dill 2004). 
The maximum number of circuits is expressed as 2(#nodes)-5. This index also ranges 
from 0 to 1 and expresses as a percentage as is indicated in Figure 35 below.  
 
Figure 35  Alpha index 
Source: (Taaffe and Gauthier 1973)
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4.2 ACCESSIBILITY 
Accessibility is an important and basic component that widely applied in urban 
planning, geography and transportation. Hansen put forward the concept of 
accessibility for the first time, which defines it as “the potential opportunities for 
interaction”(Hansen 1959). Burns defines it as “the freedom of individuals to decide 
whether or not to participate in different activities” (Burns 1979). After that, many 
scholars from planning, transportation and spacing have participated and researched in 
this area. However, many authors often focused on certain perspectives of 
accessibility. Karst and Bert made a relatively thorough review of accessibility studies 
in this area. They define accessibility “as the extent to which land-use and transport 
systems enable (groups of) individuals to reach activities or destinations by means of a 
(combination of) transport mode(s)” (Geurs and Wee 2004). 
In Geurs & Wee (2004) study, accessibility measures are considered as “indicators for 
the impact of land-use and transport developments and policy plans on the functioning 
of the society in general”. They identified four components of accessibility which are 
land-use, transportation, temporal and individual. 
Table 4  Four types of components of accessibility 
Component Characteristics 
Land-use (a) The amount quality and spatial distribution opportunities 
supplied at each destination (jobs, shops, health, social and 
recreational facilities, etc.) 
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(b) The demand for these opportunities at origin locations (e.g. 
where inhabitants live) 
(c) The confrontation of supply of and demand for opportunities, 
which may result in competition for activities with restricted 
capacity such as job and school vacancies and hospital beds. 
Transportation It describes the transport system, expressed as the disutility for an 
individual to cover the distance between an origin and a 
destination using a specific transport mode; 
Included are the amount of time (travel, waiting and parking), 
costs (fixed and variable) and effort (including reliability, level of 
comfort, accident risk, etc.) 
Temporal It reflects the temporal constraints, i.e. the availability of 
opportunities at different times of the day, and the time available 
for individuals to participate in certain activities (e.g. work, 
recreation). 
Individual It reflects the needs (depending on age, income, educational 
level, household situation etc.), abilities (depending on people’s 
physical condition, availability of travel modes, etc.) and 
opportunities (depending on people’s income, travel budget, 
educational level, etc.) of individuals. 
 Source:(Geurs and Wee 2004) 
Table 4 concludes the characteristics of accessibility elaborately by interacting with 
each other. Figure 36 shows the relationships between these components. Land-use 
component determines travel demand (transport component); it may also influence 
time restrictions (temporal component) and people’s opportunities (individual 
component); at the same time, people’s income and social opportunities (individual 
component) demand need to carry out activities (temporal component) and so on. 
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Each component interacts and determines other factor that constituted a whole 
accessibility to opportunities system. 
 
Figure 36  Relationships between components of accessibility 
Source:(Geurs and Wee 2004) 
Depending on these four components, measuring accessibility should take all the 
elements into account. Geurs and Wee (2004) identified four basic perspectives in 
measuring accessibility, which are infrastructure-based measures; location-based 
measures; person-based measures; and utility-based measures. Each measure performs 
on its own perspective as shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5  Four basic perspectives on measuring accessibility 
Measure Define Example 
Infrastructure-based Analyzing the performance or service 
level of transport infrastructure 
Level of congestion; 
Average travel speed on the road 
network 
Location-based Analyzing accessibility at locations, 
typically on a macro-level. 
The number of jobs within 30 min 
travel time from origin locations 
Person-based Analyzing accessibility at the 
individual level 
The activities in which an individual 
can participate at a given time 
Utility-based Analyzing the (economic) benefits that 
people derive from access to the 
spatially distributed activities. 
Used in economic studies. 
 Source:(Geurs and Wee 2004) 
Then they present “a matrix of perspectives on accessibility and components” as 
shown in Table 6. Each perspective focuses on one component, neglecting other 
elements. For example, infrastructure-based measures do not influence land-use 
component as there is no change in spatial distribution if travel speed or times remain 
the same. Location-based measures analyze accessibility on spatial constraints, 
excluding other opportunities like individual component. 
Table 6  Perspectives on accessibility and components 
Measure Component    




vehicle-hours lost in 
congestion 
 Peak-hour period; 24-h 
period 
Trip-based stratification, 




Travel time and or 
costs between locations 
Amount and spatial 
distribution of the 
Travel time and costs 
may differ, e.g. 
Stratification of the 
population (e.g. by 
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of activities demand for and/or 
supply of opportunities 
between hours of the 
day, between days of 
the week, or seasons 
income, educational 
level) 
Person-based measures Travel time between 
locations of activities 
Amount and spatial 
distribution of supplied 
opportunities 
Temporal constraints 
for activities and time 
available for activities 
Accessibility is analyzed 
at individual level 
Utility-based measures Travel costs between 
locations of activities 
Amount and spatial 
distribution of supplied 
opportunities 
Travel time and costs 
may differ, e.g. 
between hours of the 
day, between days of 
the week, or seasons 




 Source:(Geurs and Wee 2004) 
As a result, to focus on the impacts of gated community on connectivity and 
accessibility that implied street network and spatial analysis, this research will mainly 
examine accessibility depending on transport and land-use component with 
location-based measures. They are related to travel time and locations of activities, 
which would be indicated in the following chapters.  
4.3 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF MAPS 
Each era of urban development has its own characteristics and standards that 
depended on different background and ideas, hence it led to various urban 
development forms. For example, Figure 37 indicated the American street network 
development process. (a) Started with railway system expansion in early 1900s, the 
interconnected rectilinear grid had become the standard in building residential street 
network for its easy land survey and layout. Scores of cities could be planned relying 
on the same grid draft. As a result, rectilinear grid network had almost become the 
standard city development model in the early twentieth century. (b) With the fast 
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development of cars entering into every American’s life, it brought great convenience 
for people’s traveling. The typical rectilinear grid street network lasting for nearly a 
century was outmoded by warped parallel streets in the 1930s. (c) In order to build a 
more pleasant and safe living environment, in 1950s, the Federal Housing 
Administration recommended community to develop road system into the 
discontinuous, insular patterns of cul-de-sacs and loops, though it aroused criticism by 
the neo-urbanisms later. 
 
a                  b                  c  
Figure 37  American street network development process 
Source:(Southworth and Ben-Joseph 1997) 
Several scholarly studies earlier have discussed issues of connectivity & accessibility 
in traffic field. It is interesting to find out that how people should comment on these 
urban developed forms. Southworth delivered a good interpretation in his book 
“streets and the shaping of towns and cities”. He thought it was very important of 
street pattern “for the quality and character of a community”. “The number of blocks, 
intersections, access points, and loops or cul-de-sacs per unit area affects the number 
of route options and ease of moving about” (Southworth and Ben-Joseph 1997).  
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Table 7  Comparative Analysis of Traditional and Neo-traditional Street Patterns 
 
Source:(Southworth and Ben-Joseph 1997) 
The author made a comparative analysis of traditional, neo-traditional and standard 
suburban street patterns through three places, Elmwood, Kentlands and Laguna West 
respectively (see Table 7). When compared from standard suburban residential street 
pattern (Laguna West) to neo-traditional street pattern (Kentlands), the latter has 
multiple-route choices for trips, so it could disperse traffic and increase network 
capacity. Generally, the neo-traditional street pattern is advocated by its eliminating 
deadends and interconnected streets. As can be seen in Table 7, there are 41 blocks 
per unit area in Kentlands for its large number of alleys. And there are 23 and 24 
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blocks per unit area in Elmwood and Kentlands respectively, but the number is only 
16 in Laguna West. Compared with the number of blocks, access points and other 
indexes, it is much fewer in Laguna West except the number of loops & cul-de-sacs. 
At the same time, the author discovered that the traditional street pattern (Elmwood) 
occupied great superiority in both bicycle routes and pedestrian access for its 
through-movement and allowing interconnection. The neighborhood in Elmwood had 
been developed into a mature community for nearly a century, and the local 
commercial center was quite successful and lively. But “because of the land use 
patterns and density”, Kentlands and Laguna West “can never been as convenient as 
Elmwood”(Southworth and Ben-Joseph 1997).  
For neighborhood street patterns development in America, there has been a 
disconnected and curvilinear widespread tendency in the larger community scale over 
the past fifty years (Southworth and Owens 1993). Thereafter, these changes were 
described in the following five typologies through timeline, which are gridiron (1900), 
fragmented parallel (1950); warped parallel (1960); loops and lollipops (1970); and 












Table 8  Comparative analysis of neighborhood street patterns 
 
Note: This table refers to the 100-acre unit of analysis illustrated in the diagrams. Intersections were defined 
as junctions of two or more through routes. Junctions with cul-de-sacs were not treated as intersections 
because cul-de-sacs do not lead anywhere outside the immediate area. 
 Source:(Southworth and Owens 1993) 
The gridiron form has more number of blocks, intersections, access points and land 
that has been devoted to streets when compared with the other four patterns. Moreover, 
this pattern could offer many short trip lengths and route choices that created the most 
walkable neighborhood than the other four patterns. In the fragmented parallel and 
warped parallel patterns, the number of blocks and access points are lesser. They were 
built more for automobile owners that diminished the value of pedestrian access. The 
two patterns ignored the connectedness of public town and offered more frontages for 
house lots. Sometimes, the curving streets in warped parallel patterns even confused 
user orientation in these neighborhoods. In the last two streets patterns (loops & 
lollipops; and lollipops on a stick), the structure was emphasized on loops and 
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cul-de-sacs. “Increased privacy is accompanied by limited route choices and few 
access points, and the maze-like pattern is disorienting…privacy is maximized, but 
interconnection is very limited. Blocks are few and large”(Southworth and Owens 
1993). For pedestrian and drivers, these two patterns are undesirable at the community 
scale. As a result, with the decreasing number of blocks, intersections and access 
points, pedestrian accessibility and street connectivity suffered a steady degradation 
by these disconnected and closed patterns.  
This is a very useful way to explore the changes and transformation process of street 
network and patterns. As a result, during the following case studies, this quantitative 
analysis of maps will be used to examine how gated community influence street 
network connectivity and accessibility. It is also combined with other measures of 
connectivity at the same time to make it more exact and comprehensive. 
4.4 WALKING SHED 
Walking shed, also called as ‘pedestrian catchment area’ or ‘ped sheds’, are maps 
“showing the actual area within a five minute walking distance from any centre, or ten 
minutes from any major transport stop such as a rail way station” (Jones 2003) or 
some other commercial centers. This is a useful technique tool in measuring how 
convenient it is to move from a center area to its surrounding area in a certain time, 
and how much area that people could get through a certain distance.  
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Walking shed calculations expressed the ratio of the actual area to the theoretical area. 
As Jones said,  
“The theoretical 5 minute walking distance is shown as a circle with a 
radius of about 400m drawn around any particular center. This is an area of 
50 hectares (ha). When calculating a ten minute walking distance, the 
radius used is about 800m, resulting in a circle with an area of 200 ha. The 
higher the percentage, the better the walkability and hence the likely energy 
efficiency of any urban area”(Jones 2003) 
Paul M. Hess, in his book ‘Measures of Connectivity’, discussed how different 
characters of streets affect pedestrian environment comparing Wallingford and 
Crossroads in detail. The former is a traditional neighborhood in Seattle, and the latter 
is a near conventional suburb of Bellevue. Both of them were tested in an area “within 
a half mile of each neighborhood’s central business district (an area reachable by a 10 
or 15 minute walk).” For Wallingford, it was considered as part of the city of Seattle. 
The neighborhood was planned largely with small grids before 1900 that featured 
small buildings and mixed land-use patterns. Though there were changes during the 
urban development process, the original fabric largely remains. In Crossroads, 
“development began with single-family housing in the late 1950s, a shopping mall in 
the mid-1960s and substantial amounts of multi-family housing in the late 
1960s”(Hess 1997). However, compared with Wallingford, its street network system 
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did not operate quite well. Most of the streets in Crossroads were private that not do 
allow public access; and there exist few connections of these streets to arterials. 
 
Figure 38  Roadways of Wallingford (left) and Crossroads (right) 
Source:(Hess 1997) 
Figure 38 indicates the rights-of-way and walking environments. In the planning of 
the neighborhood in Wallingford, one third of the land was devoted to public 
rights-of-way, sidewalks and landscaping occupies half of that space that encourages 
walking. While in Crossroads, most of the space was occupied by roadways, and only 
one tenth of the land area is served for rights-of-way. Moreover, there also exist 
differences in roads designing in these two areas. In Wallingford, though residential 
streets are 60 feet wide, only 25 feet of it is used for roadways. The sidewalks on both 
sides are separated from traffic by a row of parked cars which help to slow down 
traffic. This is good for walking and provides people a safe walking environment. 
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While in Crossroads, parking is not allowed on the two edges of streets, and the 
right-of-way belongs to moving vehicles completely. “Fences and walls designed to 
protect housing from roadways trap pedestrians with traffic, creating walking 
environments that feel exposed to moving traffic and are devoid of visual 
interest”(Hess 1997). 
 
Figure 39  Sidewalks, pedestrian network and barriers of Wallingford (left) and Crossroads (right) 
Source:(Hess 1997) 
In street and sidewalk systems (Figure 39), there exist different travel choices and 
barriers of walking environment. In Wallingford, there are 253 small blocks each 
averaging about two acres. This dispersed street network system provides people with 
many alternative travel routes. However, in the same area of Crossroads, half of the 
public roadways are arterial; and there are only 28 blocks with an average of more 
than 25 acres each. Many roads are private and served as internal circulation. Some 
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walls and fences hinder people to travel directly, which increase “walking distances 
for pedestrians and congestion for vehicles.” People have to make a detour around the 
fences that “surround most subdivisions and apartment developments in the 
neighborhood” (Hess 1997). 
 
Figure 40  Walking routes and length of Wallingford (left) and Crossroads (right) 
Source:(Hess 1997) 
Figure 40 shows another way in examining the directness of pedestrian routes. On one 
hand, a point was selected in the center of each neighborhood that radiate one-eighth, 
one-quarter, three-eighths and one-half mile radius. Then “mapped and measured the 
most direct formal pedestrian route to the center, and compared it to the distance 
between these origins and each center measured”. They discover that it is quite direct 
in routes in Wallingford, which on average “about 1.2 times as long as straight line 
distances”(Hess 1997). But it reaches 1.7 times in the indirect routes in Crossroads. 
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On the other hand, there are differences even in their street system length. In 
Wallingford, the length of both sides of streets is 65 miles which is much longer than 
that in Crossroads with only 15 miles. In Crossroads, there also exists 12 miles of 
private walkways in apartment and commercial areas. Most of them are fragmented 
and not well connected to the public network. Even combining the private and public 
systems street length, it is still less than half the length in Wallingford. Paths can be 
seen clearly, but not easy to access. 
 
Figure 41  Walking distance Contour of Wallingford (left) and Crossroads (right) 
Source: (Hess, 1997) 
Walking distance contour, also called “pedestrian catchment area”, as shown in Figure 
41, is another useful measurement. It delineates how reachable and accessible the 
study area is by a half-mile or 10 minutes’ walk. In Wallingford, the walking shed is 
quite regular in shape. “It covers 67 percent of the area and includes 73 percent of the 
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housing located within a half-mile radius circle centered on the same location” (Hess 
1997). But the catchment area is very irregular in Crossroads. It covers only 45% of 
the reachable area and 49% of the housing in the radius circle. At the same time, more 
shops open to the public streets directly in Wallingford. By contrast, pedestrian have 
to face many fences in Crossroads. As Hess concludes that, 
“These efforts will neither turn suburban development patterns into urban 
ones, nor will they cause people to abandon their cars. They will, however, 
help make suburban neighborhoods into more function places where 
walking to a nearby store is a reasonable thing to do.” (Hess 1997) 
Saxen did a study about people’s walking flows. A counts made on weekday 
afternoons showed that there were 288 pedestrians on average entering Wallingford’s 
commercial district in one hour, while there were 122 pedestrian to Crossroads 
mall(Saxen 1994). It was not unusual that there were fewer people in Crossroads as it 
has an inconvenient and unfriendly walking environment and street network system. 
However, what is important to notice is that there were still many people choosing to 
go shopping in Crossroad by foot. This phenomenon highlights that how important 
and necessary it is to build a sufficient and friendly living environment that could 




4.5 SPACE SYNTAX 
Space Syntax is another useful method in examining the relationships between human 
behavior and urban spaces. During the past thirty years, many scholars have studied a 
set of urban phenomenon depending on this quantitative space analyzing method as 
analyzing of urban pedestrian and traffic flow(Nes 2003), the distribution of traffic 
pollution, and space cognition in complicated building environment.(Hillier 1996) It 
has proved that Space Syntax has an important meaning in simulating urban form and 
understanding urban configuration. Therefore, it would be taken as the third method to 
examine the impact of gated community in this research. 
In 1970s, Bill Hillier，a British scholar, put forward the concept model of Space 
Syntax for the first time. It put forth the theory of quantitative analysis method for 
space configuration, and a new perspective in understanding the complicated urban 
space system. Space Syntax explores a set of problems that related to human behavior 
and urban physical objects space. It originates from the research of architecture area 
that could be divided into two sorts. One is the simple logical analysis of 
mathematical reasoning or mathematical operation. It only operates on a formal level 
which is hard to reach architectural deep connotation. The other one analyzes on 
cultural aspect simply. This explanation system is often short of accurate and 
objective that hard to operate from its conclusion. As a result, Space Syntax is 
developed depending on the two aspects. It discusses the “relationship between 
activity and space and how this relationship is formed by the way different activities 
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make different demands on movement and co-presence” (Hillier and Hanson 1984; 
Hillier 1996). In Figure 42, “space is not a background to activity, but an intrinsic 
aspect of it.” “People move in lines, interact in convex spaces and see changing visual 
fields as they move around built environments” (Hillier and Vaughan 2007). 
 
Figure 42  Space is not a background to activity, but an intrinsic aspect of it. 
Source:(Hillier and Vaughan 2007) 
How space works for human is not an individual space, but the relationships between 
these spaces that means a kind of space configuration. Space Syntax is based on 
configuration, which is the prerequisite and basement of recognizing and knowing 
urban pedestrians moving model, activities’ distribution and urban network form. It is 
hard to describe from human languages but easily to be felt. Figure 43, shows the 
theory of pure relations. They give each space an authorized number.  
“A graph is a diagram of relations in which the things related are nodes (the 
circles) and the relations links (the lines connecting the circles). The trick is 
to think of graphs in a certain way: as what we call justified graphs, or 
j-graphs. A justified graph is where we pick a node and think of it as the root 
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of the graph, and align the other nodes in layers above it according to the 
fewest other nodes we must pass through to get to that node from the root” 
(Hillier and Duan 2007). 
This provides a relationship graph that reflects different spatial layouts. It is shallow 
of the left j-graph from the root, which means it is easy to get other nodes without 
many steps. It only needs to pass two nodes for getting the farthest one, like from 5 to 
get 7 or 10. It is called an integrated node. Comparing with the right graph, it needs 
more steps to get every node. “On average we must pass through any more 
intervening nodes to go from the root to the other nodes. So we call it segregated.” 
(Hillier and Duan 2007) At the same time, we could see that there are more choices 
for node 5 comparing with 10. “Both integration and choice are interesting social 
properties of space.”(Hillier and Duan 2007) In fact, these two different results are the 
same graph but different views. 
“It is this property of space – of being different from different points of 
view – that buildings and cities exploit more than any other. These 
differences are the key to the relation between spatial form and function.’ 
Then ‘we take each space in turn, and treat it as the root space (pink) of the 
graph and mark it 0. We then have a choice of 4 spaces one space away, 
we give them a value of 1, then we find a further 3 spaces two spaces 
away, and 2 spaces three away. Add them up and the total depth from the 
pink space is 16.” (Hillier and Duan 2007) 
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Doing it in the same way on the other graph, we would get another value of 30. After 
making a little certain calculation, we would get the measure of integration of each 
space in a complex. The more integrated the space, the less one would pass to get the 
other spaces. In order to recognize its value clearly, coloring up the spaces is a good 
way to show their integration values. 
 
Figure 43  A spatial layout both looks and is different when seen from different spaces within it. 
Source:(Hillier and Vaughan 2007) 
Expending this way into street spaces, we could get the same result of measuring its 
configuration. We could imagine each segment as a node, and each connection as a 
line. Through analyzing its integration from street network, we could calculate the 
number of streets and color up the values. Then “the colors give a picture of the route 
complexity from each line to all others. This will turn out to be a vital measure of city 
space”(Hillier and Duan 2007). It could be attained that the more bright-colored of the 
line, the more accessible it is from other lines. (Figure 44) 
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Figure 44  A notional street grid being integrated 
Source: (Bill Hillier 2007) 
Another question arises at this point of study, could spatial configuration really shape 
human movement flows? Bill Hillier with his research group did an observation 
survey through five circles in London. Each circle roads subjected to a ‘local 
integration’ analysis, “that is integration analysis of each line in its local complex up 
to three lines away counting the root line as the first level.”(Hillier and Duan 2007) 
They observed pedestrian and vehicular movement flows in the five circles locate in 
different places in London, and set 400 ‘gates’ in all. After analyzing street integration 
values and flows, it indicated that 60% of pedestrian movement and 70% of vehicular 
movement were influenced and related to the pattern of the urban grid. Red line street 
space has the highest integration value that calculated by Space Syntax. Moreover, 
they are also the main streets with high pedestrian and vehicular movement flow 
(Figure 45). 
 
Figure 45  Central London with an axial maps superimposed colored up for ‘local integration’ 
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Source:(Hillier and Duan 2007) 
As a result, Space Syntax could be used as a powerful and useful design tool “by 
modeling the context of a site, checking against real movement, and re-analyzing with 
designs inserted, also drawing design ideas from strong potential lines shown by the 
analysis of the area” (Hillier and Duan 2007). 
In order to better understand Space Syntax, it is necessary to introduce some concepts. 
Based on ‘justified graph’, Space Syntax develops a set of variables to describe space 
configuration quantitatively, which are connectivity value, control value, depth value, 
integration value and intelligibility. 
1) Connectivity value, means the number of lines with which each line interacts. In 
actual space system, the higher connectivity value, the better space permeation. 
2) Control value, means the degree of a control relationships in related spaces. The 
higher value, the better controllability of other spaces. 
3) Depth value, to form the segment between two adjacent nodes is one step. It 
means the level of accessibility in topology aspect. “Depth” is used rather than 
“distance” to describe how far a space lies. 
4) Integration value, means the closeness of each line to all others. The higher value, 
the better accessibility to reach spaces and more flows.  
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5) Intelligibility, to measure how easily it is for knowing its surrounding street 
system from one street space.  
Just like other theories are in continuous revision and consummation, there are still 
some limitations in Space Syntax. People move or travel with purposes, like go 
shopping, go to work or school. But Space Syntax makes people as certain machine 
objects to move randomly, not considering on social, economy or cultural 
backgrounds. Let us put it in another way, if we use Space Syntax to examine a city 
with the same street network, but different land uses, they would get the same result. 
In addition, Space Syntax is mainly in view of two-dimension surface, but a city is a 
three-dimensional space. Hence, Space Syntax simplifies questions in certain ways. 
However, Space Syntax with twenty years’ development has a significant influence in 
the field of urban study in the world. It starts at the level of street segments between 
junctions, and uses some simple mathematics to analyze its geometry and topology, in 
order to learn the law of pedestrian flow. In the following chapter dealing with case 
studies, I will use it as tool to examine how gated community influences people’s 
moving behavior in spatial aspect. 
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5 CASE STUDIES 
5.1 CASE ONE: YANGZHOU 
Background 
Yangzhou, a traditional Chinese city, is located at the center of Jiangsu Province, 
northern bank of Yangtze River and southern part of Jianghuai Plain. The Grand 
Canal goes through city’s hinterland. It links four lakes from north to south and 
reaches the Yangtze River after travelling 143.3km. Since ancient times, Yangzhou is 
famous for its exquisite historical culture and gathering men of literature and writing. 
And its history could be traced back to the Spring and Autumn Period (chunqiu shiqi) 
2,500 years ago when it was called Guangling. It has been one of the top ten cities in 
the world with over half million people. Until 19th century, Yangzhou was a major 
national cultural, political and economical center to its excellent location in Yangtze 
River. (Figure 46) 
 
Note: The arrow indicates the case location 
Figure 46 Yangzhou’s location in China 
Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Yangzhou_location.png 
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The city of Yangzhou has seen various ups & downs in its history by various factors 
both natural & human, such as the changes in river reach and Yangtze River shoreline 
movement. The location of city wall and moat both were subjected to the movement 
process from north to south in history. It could be sorted into four stages, 1) 
Han-Cheng in the Spring and Autumn period, 2) Zi-Cheng and Luo-Cheng in Tang 
dynasty, 3) three Song-Cheng in Song dynasty, 4) old and new cities in Ming and 
Qing dynasty. Figure 47 indicates the four development process of Yangzhou in 
history. The first stage is Han-Cheng, which was formed in rectangular on the 
northwest in the Spring and Autumn period about 2,500 years ago. The second stage is 
composed of one small Zi-Cheng and one big Luo-Cheng in Tang dynasty. The site 
could still be even seen nowadays. The third stage included Bao-Cheng, Jia-Cheng 
and Da-Cheng in Song dynasty. Jia-Cheng was located between the other two cities 
convenient for their communications. The fourth stage was divided into an old and a 
new city. In Jia-jing reign during Ming dynasty, the new city was built next to the east 
part of the old one. The ‘old city’ of today was developed based in the Ming and Qing 
dynasty. It was destroyed in the past, but fortunately a large section of it has been 
conserved. 
 
Figure 47  Four developing stages of Yangzhou city in history. 
Source: (YIUP 2004) 
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Figure 48 shows a map of Yangzhou during the 18th century. The old area what is seen 
today developed over the old city flourishing during the Ming and Qing dynasty. 
Though there are some changes to the buildings, most of the urban fabric has been 
conserved. It can be seen from the figure that each alley was connected with many 
other alleys. People could transfer and move between their surroundings freely. It is 
interesting that one cannot find any cul-de-sacs in this old map. In southeast region, 
there were lots of shops and other commercial facilities facing streets. Residents could 
travel easily in their neighborhood and communicate with each other conveniently. 
Though some houses and streets had been changed during the past hundreds of years, 
the fabric of the old city, its spaces and street network system are quite the same even 
today (Figure 49). 
 
Figure 48  An old map of Yangzhou in Qing dynasty. 
Source: (Johnson 1993) 
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Figure 49  A livable environment in old district in Yangzhou. 
Source: taken by the author 
Since the reform and opening-up policy, this has resulted in tremendous change in 
Chinese cities. Large scale residential houses were built occupying thousands mu of 
farmland, and they were often built as a gated community. Wide streets and large 
block size are their prominent characteristics which could be seen in almost every new 
development district in China today. Figure 50 illustrates some scenes of the new 
development district in Yangzhou. Gated communities are built along each side of 
streets. As a result, pedestrians could get nothing but walls and vegetation, which 
sometimes is not safe during night. Roads designed for bicycle are nearly five meters 
wide, which could even run two cars. I would argue that it manifests almost all the 




Figure 50  Some photos taken in the new developing district in Yangzhou. 
(It shows its wide streets, super block size and gated communities) 
Source: taken by the author 
I have selected two cases in different districts to examine the impacts of gated 
community on connectivity and accessibility (Appendix I and II). As shown in Figure 
51, one case sits in traditional old region; the other one is located in a new 
development district. Both cases are located near each other, but they have quite 
significant differences in their urban fabrics. Figure 52 shows two satellite images 
taken from Google earth. It indicates clearly that in new development district, single 
land use is of one specific feature. It is composed mainly of wide streets and gated 
communities. One or two gated communities constitute one block that formed over 
500 meters distance between two intersections. There are some internal ways in a 
gated community, but they only belong to its residents. Needless to say, vehicles 
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cannot pass through these super blocks. In traditional old region, lanes cannot be seen 
clearly for their narrow width. Small shops and other living services are scattered over 
the old region. Though there are some wider streets, people could get many of them 
by foot in these distributed lanes. Moreover, people have several choices to get their 
destinations. Hence, it can be argued that this is a pedestrian friendly living 
environment.  
 
Figure 51 A map of Yangzhou 
Source: edited by author 
Figure 52 Satellite images of a) new developing district and b) traditional district 
Source: Google earth 
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Quantitative Analysis of maps 
Table 9 Comparative analysis of neighborhood street patterns in Yangzhou 
       
 Traditional District New Development District   
with Gated Community 
# of Segment 583 54 
# of Block 248 29 
# of Intersections 457 47 
α 0.140 0.089 
γ 0.427 0.401 
Link Node Ratio (e/v) 1.276 1.149 
Note: There are many roads in gated community, but they can be used only by its residents. Hence, they 
are considered as private roads, and they are not included and calculated in this table. 
 Source: edited by author 
As can be seen from the table, every number in traditional district is larger than its 
counterpart in gated community. It is important to highlight that in traditional public 
area, the index α, γ, and Link Node Ratio (e/v) are as high as 0.140, 0.427 and 1.276. 
Apparently, the indexes of new district with gated community are 0.089, 0.401 and 
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1.149 respectively, lower than that from traditional district. Compared between the 
two patterns, the traditional patterns generally have more length of segments, more 
blocks and intersections. There are fewer cul-de-sacs and more public access roads in 
traditional pattern than that in gated community pattern. Thus, I would argue that 
connectivity in traditional district is much better than that from district with gated 
communities. People could have more route options and ease of moving about. 
Furthermore, pedestrian accessibility has been degraded by the increasingly 
disconnected street patterns in gated communities.  
Walking Shed 
 
Figure 53 Rights-of-way in traditional district in Yangzhou 
Source: edited by autnor
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Figure 54 Rights-of-way in gated community in Yangzhou 
Source: edited by author 
 
a                                b  
Figure 55 Old urban fabric and transportation analysis map 
Source: Yangzhou Academy of Urban Planning & Design 
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Figure 53 and 54 show the rights-of-way in traditional district and in new district with 
gated community in Yangzhou. In traditional district, street pattern is non-hierarchical 
and strongly interconnected. Small blocks and many surrounding lanes constitute a 
walkable network. All the lanes are for public rights-of-way. Figure 55 (a) is an urban 
fabric map of the old city, and figure 55 (b) is the transportation analysis map. This 
specific fabric is beneficial for the harmony of urban form and pedestrian 
environment. Pedestrian network is in close contact with axis of public facilities, 
which promotes various public facilities’ healthy operation. Walking routes and 
vehicle routes are planned organically. 
Comparing with traditional district, new district with gated community is quite 
different in terms of the road network fabric. As illustrated in Figure 54, most of the 
arterial roads are more than 50 meters wide, which are built for motor vehicles. The 
roads inside gated communities are composed of many cul-de-sacs with bad 
connectivity. Fences and walls are designed to protect the residents. For some gated 
communities that are designed with enclosed walls and most of the facilities inside, it 
overall creates a very bad walking environment.  
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Figure 56 Public sidewalks and walkways in traditional district in Yangzhou 
Source: edited by author 
 
Figure 57 Public sidewalks and walkways in gated community in Yangzhou 
Source: edited by author 
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Figure 56 and 57 show the public sidewalks and walkways in Yangzhou’s traditional 
& gated community districts. There are many small blocks in traditional district 
(Figure 56). Different land uses planning fabric creates a flexible street system with 
many travel routes that increased regional connectivity (Figure 58). People could 
choose the lane that they feel favor and convenient. Each lane connects to main streets 
directly. These good accessible lanes could provide people many choices to get to 
shops and other facilities on foot. It saves times while also saves energy. 
 
Figure 58 Different land uses dispersed in old district in Yangzhou 
Source: (Planning 2004) 
On the contrary, public facilities are often located inside gated community or 
surrounding each super block. Many residents have to walk a long way to reach the 
gates in some specific large gated communities. According to a study, most residents 
depend on walking for their daily life duties. It would be much inconvenience for 
some disabled old people and young children to go for shopping or to a clinic. People 
even punch holes in walls in some gated community for freely connecting with the 
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external. It would decrease people’s walkable willingness under this enclosed 
management and increase vehicle dependence(Miao 2004). 
 
Figure 59 Walking routes in traditional district in Yangzhou 
Source: edited by author 
 
Figure60 Walking routes in gated community in Yangzhou 
Source: edited by author 
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Figure 59 and 60 highlight dramatic differences between the two selected districts. 
These two cases are selected in the same square meter, but walking routes are much 
longer in the new district than that in traditional district. Starting from certain node in 
center, 200m, 400m, 600m and 800m radius were selected to measure the directness 
of pedestrian routes. After mapping these two districts, we compared the pedestrian 
route to the center as the crow flies. In traditional district, routes are quite direct on 
average, about 1.3 times as long as straight line distances. But in gated community, 
this number reached 1.8. Because of many walls, people have to make a detour as 
indicated in Figure 60. Though there are many good roads for pedestrian inside gated 
community, the facilities only belong to the people living inside. 
A walking distance contour, or called ‘pedestrian catchment area’, is another intuitive 
measurement as shown in Figure 61 and 62. “It delineates the area from which a place 
is reachable” by a certain radius walk (Hess, 1997). The walking shed in traditional 
district has almost covered all the public space (Figure 61). However, in gated 
community, though most arterial roads are covered, much area is by vehicles & not 
pedestrians. Few shops are located facing public sidewalks so that it becomes 
inconvenient for people’s daily use. It becomes even worse when enclosed by walls 
and fences surrounding certain gated communities. In these situations, the whole 
concept of providing sidewalks (Figure 56) is defeated. Most of the public places are 
quite inaccessible. As a block is composed of one or two gated communities, it is 
often more than 500m of the block size. Hence, in this condition, few people would 
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like to walk but to take vehicles, not by choice but rather forced to because of the 
large distances. 
 
Figure 61  800 meters walking distance contour in traditional district in Yangzhou 
Source: edited by author 
 
Figure 62  800 meters walking distance contour in gated community in Yangzhou 
Source: edited by author 
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Therefore, after analyzing these two cases, it concludes that gated communities 
constitute super block and decrease street connectivity and accessibility. Comparing 
with traditional district, it creates a unfriendly walkable environment, especially 
enclosed by walls and fences. People would have less route choice but more walking 
distance in a region with gated communities as many places are separated by walls 
and fences. Fewer places would be reachable in a limited route radius in gated 
communities that go against sustainable development way. 
Space Syntax 
The forming of gated community has certain effect on street network system. The 
impact of changing space configuration is hard to describe in human language. 
Sometimes, it is difficult to detect or grasp by human mind, and even easy to be 
neglected or forgot. Hence, can ‘Space Syntax’ examine this changing on other special 
aspect? Figure 63 shows the result of Space Syntax analyzing on the whole city of 
Yangzhou. It can be seen that the highest value of street network integration (red 
color) locates at Wenchangge crossed by Wen-he Street and Wen-chang Street. It is an 
important and also the commercial center in Yangzhou today. The whole integration 
value is more or less conformable with the street network. However, in traditional 
district, its value distributed averagely and higher than the external streets. In the new 
development district, the integration value mainly congested at several arterial roads 
and dispersed in a large area. Its value is not distributed evenly. The west Ming-yue 
Lake, which is planned to be the new cultural and sports center of the city, has got a 
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very low integration value. In Space Syntax terms, it means that it has little attraction, 
which being the antipode of the original planning. 
 
Figure 63 Space Syntax analysis of the whole integration in the city of Yangzhou 
Source: edited by author 
“In interpreting cities through their spatial networks, space syntax shows 
that cities are constructed spatially first and foremost as patterns of 
gradations on the scale integration-segregation… in contrast to the more 
global network of linked centers, which tends to maximize the integration 
of space, residential space expresses cultural values through its distinctive 
kind and degree of relative segregation”(Hillier and Duan 2007).  
Gated community is often considered to be the specific special form of social 
segregation. Space Syntax could help to interpret how this segregation embodies on 
another aspect. The result shows that there has been a relative higher integration value 
in surrounding public arterials compared with spaces in gated communities (Figure 
63). Hillier argues that “the estate was structurally segregated from the surrounding 
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streets in that its spaces were more or less uniformly segregated and hand no 
continuity with the local area…the adult movement pattern which fell off sharply from 
edge to center.”(Hillier and Duan 2007) Figure 64 shows another result examining the 
radius of three steps indicated that a much larger area was covered in new 
development district as compared with the traditional district (Figure 65). It implied 
that a much longer distance would be cost for getting the same steps in a region 
containing gated communities in topological analysis. 
 
Figure 64 Three steps in the new development district in topological analysis 
Source: edited by author 
 
Figure 65 Three steps in traditional district in topological analysis. 




Figure 66 Diagrams of parameter analyzing results 
Source: edited by author 
After analyzing space topological configuration in Space Syntax, Figure 66 indicated 
the result of these parameters relationship. It could be seen that the connectivity and 
control value increases in the same proportion in which the concord of integration 
value increases. As mentioned earlier in the study that the higher integration value, the 
better intelligibility. People recognize urban space mainly through surrounding space 
movement in different streets, then building up a whole recognition of it. In other 
words, it would be very hard to embody space if they keep still. A district with lower 
intelligibility or integration value, as in the case with the region with many gated 




Harbin is the capital of Heilongjiang Province in northeast China. It is located on the 
southern bank of Songhua River. As one of the top ten largest cities in China, its 
special historical background and beautiful natural scenery make it earn a reputation 
of ‘Ice City’, ‘The Pearl on the Swan’s Neck’, ‘Eastern Moscow’ and ‘Eastern Paris’. 
Known as one of China’s top excellent Tourism City, its special western architectural 
style attracts thousands of visitors every year. 
Harbin is not a very old city when compared with other Chinese cities. It was a small 
village before the Qing dynasty (1636-1911). During the mid- and late Qing dynasty, 
mass human settlement begun to migrate into this region under the Qing government’s 
land reclamation policy. In 1896, through unequal treaties, tsarist Russia forced the 
Qing government to sign the Sino-Russian Secret Treaty and got the right of China 
Eastern Railway construction. Since 1897, Harbin was built as a city and lots of 
Russian began to migrate into this city. After Russians were defeated in the 
Russo-Japanese War in 1905, Russian’s influence declined gradually. About 160,000 
immigrants from the United States, Germany, Poland, France and Japan moved to 
Harbin. These people from sixteen different countries began to do business and 
establish other industries in this city. Harbin had been the center of international 
business, commercial and transportation in northern China. As a result, the present 
Harbin has many various architectures with different styles, especially in the Central 
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Street (zhongyang dajie) in Daoli district. It is interesting to note that as early as in 
1898, CER Engineering Bureau entrusted professionals to do the urban planning of 
Harbin. This was the first practice in making modern cities and also the earliest 
planning in the history of urban development in China. Harbin, as an open city in the 
19th century, was at the peak to be easily influenced by transformation happening in 
several European cities during that time. 
Harbin’s urban development originated as a hub of railway transportation. 
Hence, Harbin was divided into several districts by railway lines (Figure 67). 
Ports of materials circulation, new district political offices and workers’ 
residential communities were all planned for the purpose of serving railway 
transportation and communications. In 1906, for the need of opening port, new 
district (present Nangang District) and port district (Daoli District) were 
connected together to constitute the municipal area. The famous Central Street 
and other commercial centers began to develop during that time. For example, in 
the Central Streets in Daoli district, most shops and street façade were conserved 
in their original form. Another typical character was its small rectangular blocks 
and radial pattern squares. Some scattered green gardens and public spaces were 
designed regularly in this European style city. Meanwhile, one main arterial way 
and a few squares implied the city axis and its importance. 
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Note: The two arrows indicate the case location. 
Figure 67 An old map of Harbin in 1900s 
Source: Harbin Planning Bureau 
Today, when talking about the city of Harbin, it often reminds people of the European 
style buildings and its livable and comfortable street network system. Streets are 10 to 
20 meters wide. People could cross streets safely with traffic lights as there are not 
many vehicles passing. In Daoli District, there are 272 streets with a total length of 
125.05 km. Nine streets running east-west and five running north-south are the main 
streets that constitutes a perfect street network. The most famous Central Street is the 
typical representative street in Daoli District (Figure 68). It runs 1450 meters from the 
Songhua River Flood Control monument (fanghong jinianta) in the north to the 




Figure 68  The Central Street in Harbin 
Source: taken by author 
One of the selected case studies is located in the Daoli District, the other one is 
situated in the west part, called as Binjiang Community (Appendix III and IV), which 
used to be a railway station (Figure 67). The rapid development in China caused the 
disappearance of some railways. In the city’s initial stage, Binjiang Community used 
to have a large railway station with a complex railway network. After the Songhua 
River road bridge construction, people depended less on railway transportation. Hence, 
some railway tracks transformed into streets, and the traces of the same could be 
found in maps today. Most others completely disappeared & it is hard to find any trace 
of them. Binjiang Community was constructed in 1990s based on the former railway 
stations, but it did not continue its surrounding street network. As can be seen from 
the satellite map of Binjiang Community (Appendix IV), the gated community looks 
very discordant with the surrounding street network fabric. Two wide arterial streets, 
called ‘Shanghai Street’ and ‘Aijian Street’, intersect to each other directly that 
divided this area into four gated communities. Vehicular traffic flows around them. 
Further in the study, I would use three methods – 1) Quantitative analysis of maps; 2) 
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Walking sheds; and 3) Space Syntax to explore the impact of connectivity and 
accessibility on different aspects of urban planning.  
Quantitative Analysis of Maps 
Table 10 Comparative analysis of neighborhood street patterns in Harbin 
      
 Traditional District District with Gated Community 
(Ai Jian Neighborhood Community) 
# of Segment 197 116 
# of Block 76 58 
# of Intersections 104 82 
α 0.463 0.220 
γ 0.644 0.483 
Link Note Ratio (e/v) 1.89 1.415 
Note: There are many roads in gated community, but they can be used only by its residents. Hence, they 
are considered as private roads, and they are not included and calculated in this table. 
 Source: edited by author 
There are a lot of segments, blocks and intersections and no cul-de-sacs in traditional 
pattern district. Streets are the main public space. Thus, people could have more 
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options for their routes. In Table 10, almost all the data from traditional district is 
larger than that from gated community. The index α, γ, and Link Node Ratio (e/v) are 
as high as 0.463, 0.644 and 1.89, involving all the parameters, of which the index in 
gated community public roads accounted lower. But this gated community district is 
better in accessibility than the former Yangzhou case. The point I want to stress is that 
there is one supermarket and many shops along each street side in Ai Jian 
Community. In other words, this form could bring more convenience for people 
contrasting to the case in Yangzhou new development district, though some building 
or walls hinder people’s routes. 
Walking Shed 
 
Figure 69 Rights-of-way in traditional district in Harbin 
Source: edited by author 
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Figure 70 Rights-of-way in gated community in Harbin 
Source: edited by author 
Figure 69 and 70 show the rights-of-way in traditional district and gated community in 
Harbin. Though Daoli district planning began at the vehicle stage, the planning model 
and block size were much different as compared to the new development district in 
Yangzhou. All the streets are for public rights-of-way. Cars could run freely in the 
street network though there are some intersections and traffic lights. However, in 
Figure 70, only the wide arterial ways are for cars. Roads inside gated communities 
are not meant for public use, which forced more vehicles to congest in the arterial 
ways. This form also creates an unfriendly walking environment for its long façade of 
buildings that hinders pedestrian choice routes. 
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Figure 71 Public sidewalks and walkways in traditional district in Harbin 
Source: edited by author 
 
Figure 72 Public sidewalks and walkways in gated community in Harbin 
Source: edited by author 
Figure 71 and 72 show the public sidewalks and walkways in the two case studies. In 
traditional district, there are 76 small blocks. The street system in traditional district 
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provides the planning fabric with more travel routes and traffic intersections. People 
in traditional districts could choose their favorite streets for shorter route. In this 
district, streets are about 20 meters wide, with only 10 meters for vehicular traffic. 
Shops are open to streets directly creating a friendly environment for pedestrians. All 
streets are for the public rights-of-way (Figure 71). As shown in Figure 72, some 
shops have opened to streets in Ai Jian community. However, these shops are along 
two sides of arterial streets and divided by traffic flow. This causes problems for 
pedestrians to cross the road safely. Long façade of buildings force you to follow 
through without any turns. The space between the back of these commercial buildings 
and gated community as shown in Figure 73 has some serious problems, illegal 
parking and cold walls that creates congestion, pollution and safety issues at night. 
 
Figure 73 Roads between gated community and shopping mall. 
Source: taken by author 
Figure 74 and 75 indicate the dramatic differences between these two districts. 
Starting from certain node in center, 200m, 400m, 600m and 80m radius were selected 
to measure the directness of pedestrian routes. Then I compared the pedestrian route to 
the center as the crow flies. Routes are quite direct with an average of about 1.2 times 
as long as straight line distances in traditional district. In gated community, because 
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walls hinder people’s routes, the index is much larger. Meanwhile, people have fewer 
number of route choices because of fewer intersections and wide arterial streets with 
high traffic flow.  
 
Figure 74 Walking routes in traditional district in Harbin 
 
Figure 75 Walking routes in gated community in Harbin 
Source: edited by author 
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Walking shed can examine what people could get in a certain radius. Figure 76 
reflects those areas covered in the 800m radius area of all public districts. About 80% 
of the spaces could be covered in traditional district, while it reaches only less than 
30% in gated community. Shops were open directly to public sidewalks so that people 
could use them conveniently. Smaller blocks imply more façades and more shops in 
the first floor adjacent to sidewalks. Figure 77 shows shops along the two intersected 
arterial roads that make it quite dangerous for people to cross street with high traffic 
volume for shopping even though it is on the opposite side. 
 
Figure 76  800 meters walking distance contour in traditional district in Harbin 
Source: edited by author 
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Figure 77  800 meters walking distance contour in gated community in Harbin 
Source: edited by author 
Hence, it could be argued from the studies conducted that the gated community in 
Harbin resulted in lesser connectivity & accessibility when compared with traditional 
district. Though there are some shops along two sides of arterial streets in gated 
community, its walking environment cannot be compared to the traditional district. 
Space Syntax 
I have also examined the two case studies of Harbin using Space Syntax to find how 
gated community spaces influence human behavior. Figure 78 illustrates the result of 
Space Syntax analysis carried out on Daoli district. It could be seen that the highest 
value of street network integration (red color) has been located at the Central Street 
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with high pedestrian volume per day. In traditional district, the integration value 
distributed evenly and averagely in every street. No value appeared too high or too 
low as can be seen in the upper part of Figure 78 that has much light color. In gated 
communities, the color looks darker as compared with its surrounding areas. The 
integration value of roads inside the gated community was not visualized high. 
However, the two intersected arterials have got a relative low value, though many 
shops were located along each sidewalk. 
 
Figure 78 Space Syntax analysis of the whole integration of Daoli District in Harbin 
Source: edited by the author 
When examined in similar way, figure 79 and 80 indicates the same steps in 
topological analysis of the selected two case studies. From the two figures, it could be 
seen that the dark color area in Figure 79 is much larger than that from Figure 80, 
which means it would cost much longer distance for getting the same space steps in 
topological analysis in gated community district.  
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Figure 79 Three steps in the gated community district in topological analysis 
Source: edited by author 
 
Figure 80 Three steps in traditional district in topological analysis 




Figure 81 Diagrams of parameter analyzing results in Harbin 
Source: edited by author 
After analyzing space topological configuration in Space Syntax, Figure 81 showed 
the result of these parameters relationship. It can be seen that the result is quite similar 
to the Yangzhou case studies. With the value of integration increases, connectivity and 
control value increases in the same proportion. The better control value means people 
could recognize these spaces more easily. People recognize urban space mainly 
through moving and participating observation. Hence, it could be argued that a district 
full of gated community with such a low value of integration and connectivity 




Shanghai is located in the Yangtze River Delta on China’s eastern coast. After the 
First Opium War (1839-1842), to comply with the 1842 Treaty of Nanjing, Shanghai 
was forced to be one of the five open ports for international trade. During the 
following years, the British, American, French and other nationalities began to set up 
foreign settlement concessions. Each concession had its own separate laws and 
administrative powers, without restriction from the local municipal government 
management and law control.(Danielson 2004) After the opening port policy, 
Shanghai had become the largest center of economy and shipping transportation in the 
next hundred years because of its well-located position. It became one of the top 
prosperous metropolitans in far-east region. 
The vernacular li-nong (lanes and alleys) house is one specific residential form in the 
traditional district in Shanghai. They were built in the central area, originating after 
the foreign concessions started and ending before the foundation of PRC (1949). They 
developed into their own specific style, inheriting the pattern of traditional residences 
of Zhejiang provinces and adapting the characteristics of European terrace houses. 
Shanghai li-nong houses developed following a long and complicated process. With 
the impact of the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom movement in 1863, many people moved 
to the concession district leading to a rapid increase in the population density. Real 
estate developers built large amount of houses to sell and rent in order to get high 
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returns. After the Suez Canal opened in 1869, telecommunication was set up between 
Shanghai and London. The population grew up steadily with the flourishing 
businesses. Some developers began to build two storey wooden vernacular residential 
houses next to each other. This was the beginning of the Shanghai li-nong houses. 
Between the years of 1876 and 1910, li-nong houses developed rapidly. With the large 
amount of li-nong house building, public facilities began to appear. The earliest gas 
company, power station, waterworks and other public facilities in Shanghai, which 
were originally built for westerners, gradually entered into residential accommodation. 
Population increase and high land price were also important reasons that lead these 
houses into the form of narrow and small units. During the 1920s, some new forms 
li-nong houses and garden li-nong houses developed as a result of people’s increasing 
living standards and requirements. In general, they belonged to foreigners or wealthy 
people, separate from the poor people. In the War of Resistance Against Japan, 
thousands of residential houses were demolished. People from outside began to enter 
into the Shanghai concession region for refuge which lead to a drastic housing 
shortage. In December of 1941, Shanghai was totally fell into the Japanese 
Imperialists’ control. The building of li-nong residences stopped. In 1945 following 
the victory over Japan under the Kuomintang government administrative authority, 
inflation made people sink into dire circumstances and the real estate industry fell into 
deep depression. In1949, after Shanghai’s liberation, the government built a large 
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number of worker houses. The traditional li-nong houses could no longer meet the 
new demands and, since then, none have been built. 
There are a considerable amount of li-nong residences in Shanghai constructed over 
fifty years from the early houses to the ones built during the War period of Resistance 
Against Japan. Regardless of layout, appearance, structure, materials or environment, 
there are great differences. Generally, li-nong houses are divided into five types, 
which are: early-stage house, later-stage house, new form house, garden house and flat 
apartment house (Shen 1993). In planning, they could be classified into regular-range 
layout and disperse-range layout as shown in Figure 82. 
 
Figure 82 Regular-range and disperse-range residential layout 
Source: (Shen 1993) 
As the early-stage and later-stage li-nong houses are more or less the same in 
planning, and they include about 70% of all the li-nong houses, we consider them all 
as the old-style li-nong house in this paper. Li-nong house planning was made with a 
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hybrid of main lanes and sub-main lanes according to their location, surrounding 
environment, size and other factors. Houses were often planned into rows. At each end 
of the rows, with gable walls, main lanes were set up. Sub-lanes were laid out before 
each row from the end forming ‘丁’ shape. With the variety of landform, they were 
variously composed of  ‘十’，‘甘’,‘井’,‘口’ and‘田’forms. The lanes 
became as narrow as possible to save land. Generally, the width of the main lane is 
about 4m; and the sub-main lane’s width is 2.5m. In the new-form houses, the main 
lane and sub-main lane are 6m and 3.5m respectively to accommodate cars passing, as 
shown in Figure 79. In function, the main lanes are used for pedestrians and vehicles, 
while the sub-main lanes for connections between families and the outside. From 
streets to main lanes, sub-main lanes and house interiors, as well as from public space 
to semi-public space, semi-private and totally private spaces, these li-nong houses 
formed a well-arranged and ordered organization of spaces. This special organization 
made them a ‘continuous space system’ that constitute to a specific sense of space. 
These relatives closed spaces connected with streets through these lanes without gates 
allowing people to get a sense of identity and belonging. This succeeds in creating a 
human scale and dimension. The main lanes connecting with the sub-main lanes work 
as a public square function and community center. They belong to the public forming 
communal spaces but only 2 to 3 meters wide. (Shen 2007) 
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Figure83 A schematic view of Shanghai li-nong residence plan 
Source: (Shen 2004) 
The case selected in this paper is from Shanghai Tai-ping Bridge district. It is located 
between the exclusive western residential communities and the eastern old city, 
forming a connection between west and east. To the north is a flourishing and busy 
street called Huaihai Street and to the south is the famous old Shanghai Zhaojia Bang 
shantytown. In other words, Tai-ping Bridge district connects regions from rich to 
poor as shown in Figure 80. As a result, this district is inhabited mainly by 
middle-class and lower-income residents. Although some organized associations, 
secret societies and entertainment clubs were located surrounding this district, they did 
not leave any marks. It made this specific district an area of true peace and tranquility, 
an inner city mall of mixed land use and a livable Chinese community. 
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Note: The arrow indicates the case location 
Figure 84 Foreign concessions in 1930’s in Shanghai 
Source:(Kong 2008) 
In these li-nong house communities, developers opened some commercial shops in the 
surrounding blocks for commercial interest. These public facilities brought 
convenience to residents living inside, while they also supported the operation of 
outside shops. Xin Tiandi is a typical area in Tai-ping Bridge district, No.109 block 
and No.112 block, as shown in Figure 85. We can see that various shops were opened 
surrounding each block, related to the residents’ daily lives. The lanes inside 
constituted a street network connecting to the peripheral shops and external streets. 
Thus, people could have many choices on their walking routes and the added 
convenience of getting these public facilities. Table 11 indicates the statistics of 
commercial facility type. There were more than twenty types in these two blocks. The 
upstairs was often used for living and the downstairs for business. Block size was 
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controlled about 100m to 200m including 25 to 40 various shops within a walkable 
distance. The room span of each shop was similar to the living rooms inside about 
3.6m to 4.2m. Some big shops occupied two or three spans or were located at the 
corner. Some shops like drug shops or medical practices that needed quiet were often 
situated in the interior. 
 
Figure 85 Two blocks from Tai-ping Bridge district in 1930s in Shanghai 
Source: (Shen 1993) 
Table 11 Statistics of business type in Block 109 and 112 in 1948. 
Business Type Block 109 Block 112 
Goods stores 4 2 
Hardware and electrical appliances  6 3 
Clothing industry  4 8 
Footwear and headwear industry 0 1 
Textile industry 1 1 
Trade and trust industry 4 6 
Chinese and Western medicines 4 2 
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Fuel industry 3 2 
Grain industry 6 1 
Non-staple food 1 3 
Sugar, tobacco and wine 5 3 
Fruit and general cargo 2 2 
Local products and general cargo 0 0 
Catering trade 4 7 
Services 10 4 
Communal facilities 6 6 
Physician 5 3 
Lawyer 1 1 
Entertainment  1 3 
Others  12 20 
Schools  0 2 
 Source: (Shen 1993) 
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Shanghai, as a metropolis in Far Eastern 
region, was becoming more and more prosperous. However, if people wanted to 
experience true city living, it was necessary to enter li-nong house spaces, which 
included almost four-fifths of the population. The case we selected is from two 
different stages exploring urban transformation. One is an old map from the 1930s as 
shown in Appendix V, and Appendix VI is a satellite map indicating the conditions 
today. It is apparent that there has been much change during these decades. Many 
traditional li-nong houses were replaced by gated communities. Figure 82 shows the 
traditional street façade in Shanghai. Various stores and facilities sit along streets. On 
the opposite side, comparing with gated communities shown in Figure 83, walls 
segregate pedestrians outside; there are no shops or other public facilities but empty 




Figure 86 Traditional street façade of Tai-ping Bridge district in Shanghai 





Figure 87 Photos taken in Tai-ping Bridge district in 2010 
Source: edited by author 
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Quantitative Analysis of maps 
Table 12 Comparative analysis of neighborhood street pattern in Shanghai 
         
 Traditional District District with Gated Community 
# of Segment 2382 1711 
# of Intersections 2190 1635 
α 0.032 0.023 
γ 0.363 0.348 
Link Node Ratio (e/v) 1.088 1.046 
Note: There are many roads in gated community, but they can be used only by its residents. Hence, they 
are considered as private roads, and they are not included and calculated in this table. 
 Source: edited by author 
This table compares the number of segments, intersections and other relevant 
parameters in these two different situations. Every number from the traditional li-nong 
houses is larger than that in the gated communities today. In li-nong houses, the index 
α, γ, and Link Node Ratio (e/v) are as high as 0.032, 0.363 and 1.088. Apparently, the 
indexes of district with gated community are 0.023, 0.384 and 1.046 respectively, 
lower than that from the traditional district. The district with gated community has 
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shorter segments, and fewer blocks or intersections. There were still some cul-de-sacs 
in li-nong houses, but these roads belonged to the public with no obvious closed gates. 
Thus, we see that many public roads disappeared and were replaced by private roads 
in gated communities. Stores opening to the streets disappeared, to be substituted by 
walls and fences, reducing public accessibility. 
Walking Shed 
Figure 88 and 89 show the rights-of-way in traditional li-nong district and gated 
communities before and after in Shanghai. In li-nong districts, lanes inside are public 
rights-of-way. People outside could get to all the lanes inside. They are narrow so that 
only allowed for walking. The pedestrian network is in close contact with public 
facilities for everyday living. However, it has changed greatly since gated 
communities came about. Stores and shops along the streets disappeared to be 
replaced by walls and fences. Lanes and alleys connecting house gates changed into 
private roads for people living in grade apartments. When you walk along the streets, 
you can only see a typical street of walls, trees and lamps. The scene of streets with 
bustling people coming and going has disappeared. At night, with fewer pedestrians, 
this model was full of speeding cars and lacking safety. Only private residents could 
enjoy the pleasant environment and good facilities inside these gated communities. 
The peripheral streets of gated community became the gap between rich and poor. 
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Figure 88 Rights-of-way in li-nong residence in 1930s in Shanghai 
 
Figure 89 Rights-of-way in gated community in 2010 in Shanghai 
Source: edited by author 
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Figures 90 and 91 indicate public sidewalks and walkways in this area before and 
after. In this case, block size did not change which is different from the former 
Yangzhou and Harbin cases. The li-nong housing created a flexible street system with 
many travel routes that encouraged regional connectivity. People could choose the 
route they like. There were no walls and fences inside or outside. Many necessities of 
life could be obtained by walking. On the converse, in the district with gated 
community, public facilities were enclosed inside and their variety cannot compare to 
the stores and shops along the streets outside. 
 
Figure 90 Public sidewalks and walkways in traditional li-nong residence in Tai-ping Bridge district in 
1930s in Shanghai 
Source: edited by author 
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Figure 91 Public sidewalks and walkways in gated community in Tai-ping Bridge district in 2010 in 
Shanghai 
Source: edited by author 
In Figures 92 and 93, these two diagrams indicate walking routes before and after in 
this area. Block size did not change over the years, so they were selected in the same 
area. These two maps illustrate the directness of pedestrian routes. Beginning at the 
center as shown in Figure 92, people could get to the peripheral streets directly 
through many routes. For the 400m to 800m radius, almost all the shops and stores 
could be covered. In the case of gated community, as shown in Figure 93, with gates 
enclosed by walls, people could only choose gates to get outside. Making a detour was 
a common thing for them. 
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Figure 92 Walking routes in traditional li-nong housing in Tai-ping Bridge district in Shanghai 
 
Figure 93 Walking routes in gated community in Tai-ping Bridge district in 2010 Shanghai 
Source: edited by author 
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The next two figures indicate the walking distance contour in li-nong housing and the 
gated community before and after. As can be seen, more places could be covered in 
Figure 94 than the area in Figure 95 as pedestrians are kept out by walls. Each gated 
community constitutes one block occupying land that only belongs to the private 
residents living inside. It can be observed that blocks were not combined by gated 
community during these years of development. Most streets in the Tai-ping Bridge 
district were kept as can be seen in these two figures, though some of the blocks were 
changed into a public park. In this Shanghai case study, one obvious point is that 
public streets have disappeared and replaced by roads within gated communities. 
 
Figure 94 800 meters walking distance contour in li-nong housing in Tai-ping Bridge district in 
Shanghai in 1930s 
Source: edited by author 
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Figure 95 800 meters walking distance contour in gated community in Tai-ping Bridge district in 
Shanghai in 2010 
Source: edited by author 
Space Syntax 
We also examined the whole Tai-ping Bridge district in Space Syntax to explore the 
impact of space transformation on people’s behavior and integration value. As shown 
in Figure 96, the integration value was higher and distributed averagely in li-nong 
housing before. High integration values mainly stayed in public main streets, and 
lower values stayed in some cul-de-sacs inside. It indicated that public streets were 
convenient and easy to get to for commercial and business reasons; cul-de-sacs with 
low value were fit for quiet residential use. After the gated community’s construction 
as shown in Figure 97, a low value of integration is mainly distributed in gated 
community, but a high value of integration is mainly located in public streets. It is 
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hard to get inside the gated community although it has a pleasant living environment 
and good facilities; it is easy to get to the streets outside but there are no commercial 
and business shops along streets. Roads with higher value, which belonged to li-nong 
housing before, were easy to access, but they became private and have a lower value 
now. From these two color figures, we could see that the chromatic difference in 
li-nong housing does not look as obvious as in the gated community, which means 
places were more accessible than that in gated community. Though public main streets 
in Figure 97 also have high integration values, people cannot obtain anything along 
these streets, only walls and trees as shown in Figure 87. 
 
Figure 96 Space Syntax analysis of the whole integration from the Tai-ping Bridge district in Shanghai 
in 1930s 
Source: edited by author 
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Figure 97 Space Syntax analysis of the whole integration from the gated community in Tai-ping Bridge 
district in Shanghai in 2010 
Source: edited by author 
Figure 98 and Figure 99 indicate the results of 3 Step Depth in this district before and 
after. The area that covered (blue colored area) is much larger in gated community 
than that in li-nong housing. It implied that a much longer distance would be needed 
for getting the same steps in a region containing gated communities by topological 
analysis. In another words, people have to get more area to get to know space in this 
district. After analyzing space topological configuration in Space Syntax, as shown in 
Figure 100, the connectivity and control value increases in the same proportion in 
which integration value increases the concord. As mentioned above, the higher 
integration value, the better intelligibility. A district with lower intelligibility or 
integration value, just like the region with many gated communities, is not a good 
movement environment. That is to say, pedestrian behavior is not encouraged. 
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Figure 98 Three steps in li-nong residence in topological analysis 
 
Figure 99 Three steps in the gated community district in topological analysis 




Figure 100  Diagrams of parameter analyzing results in Shanghai 
Source: edited by the author  
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6 CONCLUSION 
In the ‘closed’ city, the residential ward was the main typical residential living form. 
Both ‘li’ and ‘shi’ were surrounded by high walls with gates on each side and guarded 
by soldiers. Cities were built for political and military reasons, rather than for 
commercial purposes. In the ‘open’ cities, after the strict urban structure eroded, shops, 
restaurants and other commercial facilities spilled into streets, thus making them the 
main public space for social interaction. In ancient China, courtyard houses were the 
major residential form in which multi-generations lived in an enclosed space for 
defense and privacy. At the same time, lines of these courtyard houses constituted a 
set of lanes or alleys that formed a specific traditional Chinese cities street network. 
These alleys were connected with each other, and people could walk along freely 
while giving them several walking routes. These physical forms have a deep root in 
Chinese culture and urban history for a long time. During the socialist period, work 
unit (danwei) appeared as another enclosed community. Housing, school and other 
social services were provided for in a walled work unit and were the responsibility of 
the upper level government. Another development that happened during the socialist 
period was the appearance of worker villages due to the issues of security & 
management. These worker villages were thought to be the prototype of modern 
Chinese gated community. Several reforms and the opening-up policy of China led to 
rapid urbanization in China, which further helped urban infrastructure to be developed 
energetically. The mega-scale enclosed housing estate became a noteworthy 
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phenomenon during this urbanization and transformation process. Some of these 
estates were built within the city border; while others were built in the urban fringe 
that often devours large amounts of cropland. 
Mega-scale gated communities are becoming a major part of development of Chinese 
cities irrespective of real estate developer’s profit, consumer’s favor, and even 
government’s land policies & drive. According to a survey, from 1991 to 2000, in 
Shanghai, 83% of residential communities were enclosed by walls or other features in 
certain ways. At the same time, in Guangdong Province, there were 540,000 enclosed 
residential communities that account for 70% of built district and 80% of population. 
(Miao 2004) A satellite image of Google Earth in Appendix VII clearly shows a new 
part of Shanghai – the new district of Pudong– in which most of the land has been 
covered by gated communities. Perimeter roads are made very wide to absorb more 
cars. Streets have lost their characters; public places for communication and activities 
are also weakening gradually. And most of the public streets were designed mainly for 
transportation. 
This study has explored the impacts of the gated community on connectivity and 
accessibility, and their influences on people’s walking behavior. First, by quantitative 
analysis of maps, the numbers of intersections, road segments and other indexes were 
summarized and calculated. Through their comparison, it was found that irrespective 
of the numbers of intersections, road segments or other indexes, the statistics in 
traditional district are always larger than that of a gated community district. In 
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examining connectivity value, it was found that connectivity in a traditional district 
was better than a gated community district. Secondly, walking shed method was used 
to clearly distinguish walking model and routes in the two different street network 
systems. On rights-of-way, more public places could be reached as compared to a 
gated community district. Pedestrian could have more walking routes and shorter 
walking distance in a traditional district, which means that these public places were 
more easily reachable and had better accessibility. Furthermore, the area covered that 
was examined by walking contour was much larger than in a gated community district 
which indicated more places could be reached by pedestrian in the radius of 400m or 
800m. Thus, accessibility was found better in a traditional district as they have shorter 
walking distance, more walking routes choices and larger area reached in a certain 
walking time. Thirdly, Space Syntax was also used to examine the integration value of 
the street network. It was determined that integration value in a traditional district was 
higher and better than in gated communities. The integration values were allocated 
equally. There was not much difference between main streets or sub-streets as 
ascertained from their colors. In contrast to a gated community district, integration 
value was often much higher than the roads inside gated community. 
There are some typical characters in the three selected cases, the city of Yangzhou, 
Harbin, and Shanghai. Though these cities have different urban fabrics and 
development backgrounds, conclusions reached by the three methods used in this 
study are quite similar. Figure 101 shows a typical space structure transformation 
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from pre-reform era to a gated community. Blocks are enclosed and amalgamated by 
developers legitimately. A new larger block appeared and public roads disappeared at 
the same time. Today, this seems to be a common phenomenon in developing modern 
China. 
 
Figure 101  Comparison of space structure of large-scale Juzhuqu in pre-reform era with that in 
“Dapan” 
Source: (Chen 2008) 
It has been argued that gated community has resulted in negative impacts on 
connectivity and accessibility on many aspects of the urban planning:  
1. By massive privatization of residential land, gated community makes some public 
streets and space disappeared. 
2. With the increase in block size, street network connectivity declines; this leads to 
fewer walking routes and more detours. 
3. With walls or fences being erected, more barriers appeared, which create a hostile 
pedestrian environment and discourage walking. 
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4. With the disappearance of smaller public streets, more automobiles have to 
converge to the few main streets leading to street widening and traffic congestion. 
This runs counter to sustainability. 
5. Gated community lead to the lost of social life and activities in the streets, making 
them simply channels for traffic flow. 
6. Gated community with its walled lined streets reduces the streets' ability to attract 
people to activate these public spaces. It also makes public spaces less accessible.  
However, many questions are still unanswered about the development of our cities. 
Do we need so many gated communities? Are they suitable being such large size and 
land coverage, especially when built in central city district? Everything has its own 
meaning for their appearance and existence. People need to live in a good, safe and 
quiet environment, and the gated community could, to some extent, satisfy many 
people’s residential demands irrespective of their status. It is also impossible to make 
all gated communities disappeared though these cities have many negative impacts. So 
now the question arises that can we develop our cities as the traditional old cities? But 
again it is also almost impossible as every city developed depending on its own 
special background, culture, need and other social aspects in their specific periods. 
Modern cities have suffered great changes since the invention of automobile. But the 
question why we do not or cannot learn from the success of the traditional cities in 
building our so called modern cities’ development arises? This is a question that 
should set us thinking. This is a question that should call for our thinking. Then what 
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suitable block size should there be in our city? What way should our city develop in 
the future? What is the sustainable development way for gated community? Due to the 
imitation of this study, I will leave these questions for future research. 
The main objective of this study was to discuss how gated community influence street 
network connectivity and accessibility. With China’s fast urbanization, large size 
gated community as a specific phenomenon could be seen almost in every Chinese 
city today. Citizens are becoming quite familiar with it and also being accustomed to 
it. On the one hand, gated community has brought many negative influences for the 
urban environment, but on the other, they also created better living environment for its 
residents. It satisfies some people’s needs; however it damages the public interests of 
many more people.  
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